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A fifty-year-old Bridge game provides an unexpected way to cross the generational divide
between a daughter and her mother. Betsy Lerner takes us on a powerfully personal literary
journey, where we learn a little about Bridge and a lot about life.After a lifetime defining herself in
contrast to her mother’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” generation, Lerner finds herself back in her
childhood home, not five miles from the mother she spent decades avoiding. When Roz needs
help after surgery, it falls to Betsy to take care of her. She expected a week of tense civility; what
she got instead were the Bridge Ladies. Impressed by their loyalty, she saw something her
generation lacked. Facebook was great, but it wouldn’t deliver a pot roast.Tentatively at first,
Betsy becomes a regular at her mother’s Monday Bridge club. Through her friendships with the
ladies, she is finally able to face years of misunderstandings and family tragedy, the Bridge table
becoming the common ground she and Roz never had.By turns darkly funny and deeply
moving, The Bridge Ladies is the unforgettable story of a hard-won—but never-too-late—bond
between mother and daughter.

"Mobley has written several books on individual predictive technologies and is a leading
consultant on industrial maintenance practices. His latest book will satisfy anyone who wants to
understand and begin implementation of predictive maintenance." --Plant Engineering, March
2003"The primary audience for this book will be plant managers, process engineers, and
managers of maintenance operations, but the book provides useful backround information for
anyone interested in the maintenance issues involved in keeping manufacturing operations
running efficiently." --JCT Coatings Tech, March 2004ReviewIncrease machine up-time and
minimize costly repairs with the comprehensive processes outlined in this bookAbout the
AuthorMr. Mobley is president and CEO of Integrated Systems Inc. of Knoxville, Tenn. He has
written numerous publications on such topics as plant performance, maintenance engineering,
maintenance management, and predictive maintenance. He is also a contributing editor for Plant
Services magazine.Read more
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the PublisherPROLOGUEAs a child, I was fascinated with the Bridge Ladies. They showed up
regularly at our house, their hair frosted, their nylons shimmery, carrying patent leather
pocketbooks with clasps as round as marbles. I loved greeting them at the door, hanging up their
coats in our front hall closet, where I often played inside the folds of my mother’s mink. I watched
as they gathered around the card table, crowded with a twinset of cards, ashtrays, cellophane-
wrapped cigarette packs, a scoring pad, and crystal dishes of candy. Eye level to the Bridge
table, I greedily surveyed the candy and would plan high-speed kamikaze raids to nab some
from below my mother’s radar. Where my father would let me sit on his lap while he played Gin
Rummy for a hand or two, the Bridge Ladies erected a square fortress with their backs as they
played, communing in their strange language of bids and tricks.As a teenager, I’d make myself
scarce when the Bridge Ladies came over. As far as I was concerned, they were square. They
didn’t work, didn’t seem to get that feminism was taking over the world. Billie Jean King had
defeated Bobby Riggs in the Battle of the Sexes Tennis Match, Gloria Steinem had started Ms.
magazine, and Helen Reddy roared. To me, the Bridge Ladies were conventional, their sphere
limited to family, synagogue, and community. Their identities restricted to daughter, mother, and
wife. On top of which their idea of fun was an afternoon of playing Bridge. Seriously?I was after
bigger game. I was already reading Anaïs Nin and Henry Miller. In other words, I was determined
to lose my virginity as soon as possible and have many lovers. I hated our New Haven suburb
and my high school for its devotion to conformity. As far as I could tell, the most creative
endeavor for the girls was growing their hair as long as possible in order to qualify for the
national “Long & Silky” contest. All I wanted to do was get out and stay out. I spent my time
dreaming of escape to New York, specifically Greenwich Village, where I hoped to find like-
minded people, poets, and writers. I moved there for college and stayed for graduate school.
Though I didn’t become a fixture at Studio 54 or Warhol’s Factory, I’d made a life there: worked in
publishing, eventually married, and had a daughter.Then something happened. After twenty
years of living and working in New York, my husband was offered a job at Yale University Press.
You didn’t need a Google map to see where this was going: New Haven, my childhood home
and the crucible of my pain. I was supportive when he accepted the job; the reality of moving
home took a little longer to fathom.For me, the biggest challenge was having my mother become



a regular part of our lives. When I lived in New York, we spoke once a week, perfunctorily on
Sundays. Now I would be living 5.1 miles away from her. I told myself I could handle it. After all, I
was well into my forties when we moved home, I was a mother in my own right, yet my conflicts
with my mother still flared brightly. Why was everything so loaded? Why was I reduced to my
teenage self almost every time we got together? Was everything she said a criticism, or did it
only sound that way? We circled each other like wary boxers. Once, she asked why I bought low-
fat cottage cheese instead of fat-free and nearly set off a world war between us. It was cottage
cheese, for god’s sake! Translated through the mother-daughter lexicon: Was I ever going to be
good enough?When my mother was recovering from some surgery in January of 2013, I stayed
with her to help out. We had been living in New Haven for more than a decade by then, my dad
gone, my daughter a teenager in her own right, we had made new friends and were knitted in. I
had become a partner in a literary agency and was commuting to New York twice a week,
getting my city fix. On top of that, God shined down his light on our fair city and conferred an
Apple Store upon us. Did I really have any reason to complain?I wasn’t exactly looking forward to
staying with my mother, but I also knew the job would be made less onerous by the fact that she,
even at eighty-three, was more comfortable refusing help than demanding it, best summed up in
the well-known joke: How many Jewish grandmothers does it take to screw in a lightbulb? You
shouldn’t worry . . . I’ll sit in the dark.Every day, one of her Bridge Ladies visited, as if in an
unspoken rotation. They were smaller now, some a little unsteady, but still decked out in color-
coordinated outfits, accessories, heels, and bags. When they said I looked good, I wondered if
they really thought I was fat, if my unruly hair was an offense. When they asked after my husband
and daughter, it struck me that they had been there for all of the rites of passage in my life: they
had attended my bat mitzvah, danced at my wedding, and sent gifts when my daughter was
born. I had never really taken stock of their generosity; they likely had no idea how much
adolescent rancor and disrespect I harbored. Or how I had clumped them all together like the
presidents carved into Mount Rushmore, indistinguishable one from another.As demographics
go, the Bridge Ladies couldn’t be more alike. They are all in their eighties, all Jewish, and they all
attended college. They married young, married Jewish men, and stayed married to them. They
had 2.5 children. None worked outside the home during the years they raised their children,
except Rhoda, who shattered the stained-glass ceiling when she became the executive director
at the synagogue. They did the shopping and cooked the meals; The Joy of Cooking, published
in 1936, was their bible. They picked up the dry cleaning and cleaned their homes. (Eventually,
each would be able to afford cleaning ladies, as they would all become upwardly mobile.) They
decorated and planned vacations, from the Catskills to Puerto Rico to Rome.They lived through
the Depression and World War II. Some of their husbands joined the war effort. They witnessed
the civil rights era, The Vietnam War, and the feminist movement, though they didn’t shed their
girdles or burn their bras. They were just a little too old or insulated to embrace The Feminine
Mystique or articulate the problem that had no name. They saw interfaith marriage among their
children and interracial marriage among their grandchildren. When they grew up, gay people



were completely closeted, like movie star heroes Montgomery Clift and Rock Hudson. Today,
they are witness to the legalization of gay marriage in every state in the nation.Though they were
not all born in New Haven, they have lived in the greater New Haven area for all of their adult
lives, they raised their children here, four have buried husbands here, and one buried a
daughter. They are all in relatively good health (knock on wood, poo poo poo). Their adult
children are as great a source of pride as they are of aggravation. They don’t like to brag, but
their grandchildren are brilliant. And on Mondays at noontime, for the past fifty-five years, they
gather for lunch and Bridge, the card game whose golden age coincided with their generation’s
coming of age.Bridge was the HBO of its day. In the 1930s and 1940s, 44 percent of American
households had at least one Bridge player. Matches were broadcast on radios, and popular
movies like Sunset Boulevard and Shadow of the Thin Man featured scenes with Bridge games.
Robert Cohn, a character in Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises, boasted about his winning streak
at Bridge. The New Yorker published “My Lady Love, My Dove,” a Roald Dahl story where a
couple are caught swindling their hosts during an evening of Bridge. Charles Goren was a
household name, the man who popularized the system of counting points still used today. His
books have sold millions worldwide, clogged the best seller lists, and his Bridge column
appeared in nearly two hundred newspapers. The guy was a rock star.Enter television. By 1954,
more than 80 percent of American households had TV. Evenings once spent listening to the
radio and engaging in social activities like Bridge got crushed. Today, there are approximately
three million active Bridge players, which puts the game on par with stamp collecting and fly-
fishing. In 2015, after an eighty-year run, the New York Times cut its Bridge column. How long
can the game exist? Not one of the Bridge daughters learned to play, not at our mothers’ sides
and not in college, where most of them learned in the parlor rooms of their all-girl
dormitories.When each one of the ladies braved that nasty winter to pay my mother a visit, I
found myself inexplicably happy to see them, almost giddy as I took their coats, as I had as a
child, hanging them up in our front hall closet. It was no longer stuffed like a dry cleaner’s
carousel with coats and slacks suffocated in plastic wrap. My mother’s mink long retired, the
closet now had a sad capacity. The wooden hangers clattered against each other like wind
chimes before a storm. I held back an intense longing for my father, growing concern for my
mother, and shame for how I used to feel about this small band of women. Each one brought a
meal or brownies or cookies.“I need those like a hole in the head,” my mother would announce
when they left, though we’d gobble them up after dinner while watching back-to-back reruns of
The Big Bang Theory.After my mother recovered, I couldn’t stop thinking about her friends from
the Bridge club and what seemed to me the vast distance between our generations. Even their
names connoted a bygone era: Bette, Bea, Jackie, Rhoda, and my mother, Roz. (Though Bridge
is a game for four, there are five women in the club. In case one can’t play, they still have a game;
this way the show goes on.) I had known these women my whole life and hardly knew them at
all. I was deeply touched by their support and loyalty to my mother. According to her, the Bridge
Ladies have grown apart over the years, their affection for each other is sometimes blunted, their



lives diminished by the effects of aging. Despite differences and silences built up over the years,
there exists a devotion to one another; these are dutiful women, their love flinty, but made to last.
I knew that if I were to get sick, there wouldn’t be such a steady stream of friends visiting. I’d be
lucky to get a few texts with smiley face emojis and some messages on my wall. Facebook may
connect us across the world and throughout eternity, but it won’t deliver a pot roast.I wondered
what their lives would have been like had they been given our opportunities. Did they dream of
having other partners? Were their marriages based on love, their husbands’ potential as
providers, or a combination of the two? Whenever I asked my mother if she loved my father, her
answer was always the same: he is a good father and a good provider. I got the feeling her ability
to choose was as important as his ability to earn. And, of course, it was. For my mother and for
all of the ladies, their fate largely rested on one choice: the man they married. Their financial well-
being depended on it. Without a doubt, the men set the stages on which they lived their lives.“I
deferred to your father,” my mother explains, though I remain incredulous. “I wanted to.”“Mom,” I
reply, “no one wants to defer.”“I did, I truly did.” She means it. Or she thinks she means it. I
remember many days growing up when deferring didn’t look all that great.I wanted Hepburn and
Tracy, Bogey and Bacall; I wanted big love for them, not something prudent, economical. But the
ladies come from a different stock. In the first place, they accept their lot. They are grateful for it!
The concept of loving yourself first is unheard of to them. Who had time, with a husband and
family to take care of? They didn’t dwell on their inner lives. They didn’t stretch their spines on
yoga mats, and they certainly didn’t spend hours in therapy sessions complaining about their
parents. Oh, the billable hours my friends and I have logged both condemning our parents and
seeking their love. If anything, the ladies don’t understand our self-obsession, our
selfishness.When I asked the ladies if I could sit in on the game, they invited me to join them for
lunch and Bridge on Mondays, and eventually into their homes for one-on-one conversations
about their lives. At the outset, I was interested in the mundane moments: carpooling, packing
lunch boxes, or mixing up a batch of sour cream dip with Lipton’s Onion Soup Mix. I wanted to
know about Dr. Spock and Dr. Seuss, and what it was really like raising a generation of children
more entitled and indulged than any other that had come before, my generation: the baby
boomers. I was also curious how they felt about all they missed out on: the Pill, pot, and Jimi
Hendrix. What was it like finding a joint in a teenager’s jeans, or birth control pills in her purse? In
the end, I wanted to know how the ladies felt about everything that mattered to me and to my
generation. I wanted to see where we connected, if we connected.I thought I’d go to the Bridge
club for a few weeks but stayed for nearly three years. When they opened up to me, I found their
stories moving and poignant. I once deemed the ladies not worth knowing; now I wanted to know
all I could. This was especially true with my mother. I had no idea that by entering her world, I
would begin to bridge both the generational gap and personal gulf that had defined our
relationship.A year or so in, I started taking Bridge lessons, a game that well acquaints you with
your deficits. With little natural affinity for the game, I persisted, often at the encouragement of
the ladies. My older sister, stupefied by my project, once asked, her voice thick with disbelief: Do



you actually like Bridge? Do you like them?These days, much of the conversation at the Bridge
table revolves around accidents and illness, death and dying, which happen at an alarming rate.
There was one Monday when the ladies talked about a two-funeral day earlier in the week. “You
must think we’re pretty morbid.” Bette laughs. “But it’s our life.”I get it. Death hovers over the
Bridge table. How could they not fear taking that wrong step, that inaugural fall that leads to a
broken hip, incapacity, or worse? Once, when I asked how a friend of theirs died, Bea looked me
in the eye. “Old age, Betsy, have you heard of it?”In part, this is a group portrait of the ladies,
what they share with each other, but also what they keep to themselves. Like my mother, these
women don’t openly reveal their feelings. Pain is a private matter. Sometimes, watching the
ladies play Bridge, I can see the girls they once were and the cards they were dealt; it’s all there
in their faces as they open a new hand of cards, each ripe with possibility, rife with
disappointment.In discovering the unsung lives of the Bridge Ladies, I also came to better
understand the ragged path that connects me to my mother. This is our story, too.CHAPTER 1A
Private LanguageIt was the Monday after the 2013 Academy Awards when I first sat down with
the Bridge Ladies. It was Rhoda’s turn to host. She lives in a tidy waterfront condo. You can tell
that it’s decorated with the furniture from her previous home in Orange, a residential suburb of
New Haven, where she lived and raised her family for twenty-seven years. The dining room table
is a little too big and formal for the space, and the two lamps flanking the couch in the living room
are as big as third graders. But she loves it here; it was the perfect downsizing, the best thing
she ever did, she says, turning around in her compact kitchen as if she were modeling a new
dress. Best of all is the deck overlooking the water, where terns and osprey regularly visit, where
the water reflects the light like foil.Her table is set with linen and china. Napkins are gathered in
silver rings, serving pieces are lined up like soldiers, and precut butter pats rest like a row of
collapsed dominoes on a pretty dish. A noodle kugel fills the house with a smell I have long
associated with love. On the table, a wooden trough-shaped dish holds a salad. It is hand-
painted, and along the rim I notice Rhoda’s name and her late husband’s in a pretty script. Peter
and Rhoda. There are reminders of their life as a couple all throughout the house, but I become
fixated on this serving dish with the folksy script yoking their names. I wonder if Rhoda sees the
inscription, if it makes her sad, or if it is part of the scenery now: his absence nowhere and
everywhere.I don’t know what I was expecting, but when the Bridge Ladies arrive at Rhoda’s,
they don’t seem all that happy to see each other, greeting one another with a bit of forced
friendliness. Over time, I will witness all manner of lightly veiled forbearance and exasperation
among them in the form of eye rolling, sniffing, and dismissive body language. They never kiss or
air-kiss hello. No hugging, no body contact whatsoever. I wonder if it has always been thus. As
young women were they affectionate, demonstrative? Or were there rivalries and hidden
alliances among them? Did they have fun? It’s true that I can’t stand some of my closest friends;
why did I imagine anything different from the ladies?When my mother sees me she does that
thing she always does. If you blink you would miss it: the maternal once-over. Calculated in a few
seconds, she inspects my clothes, my waistline, the sheen or lack of sheen in my hair. She will



know if I’ve been getting enough rest, biting my nails, or picking at my face. Doubtless there are
some mothers who gaze proudly on their daughters’ figures and outfits, but for Roz and me what
I wear and how I look have been a battleground from the time I began to dress myself.Though
none openly admit it, the Bridge Ladies, like most women of their day, groomed their daughters
for potential mates. Yes, they sent us to college for an education but also hoping we would meet
our husbands there. As recently as this past spring, 2015, my mother voiced her wish that my
daughter choose a college with a good ratio, and she wasn’t talking about teacher to student.
Marriage was essential for our mothers. They feared for us going forward in life without the same
protection they believed came with marrying a Jewish man.One of the Bridge daughters put it
this way: “They’re from that whole generation of women whose prime focus was not career, but
getting a man. So that’s your capital.”I resented this pressure when I was in my twenties. I knew
how badly my mother wanted me to marry, and it made me feel defective and unlovable even as
I rejected her outdated values. I was pursuing a career; I wanted a soul mate, not a meal ticket. I
once asked my mother what she would prefer: if I got married or won a Nobel Prize. “Don’t be
ridiculous” was all she said in response.I posed the same questions to each of the ladies:Did
you always know you would get married?Absolutely.Did you ever consider marrying a non-
Jewish man?Never.Did you know you would have children?Absolutely.Did you ever want
anything else?No (except for Bette).Why not?It never occurred to us.Was it the cultural
expectation or was it what you wanted?Both.In just one generation, the world they knew would
radically change. Bridge daughters, collectively: some married Jewish men, some intermarried,
some divorced, and some, god-forbid, did not marry. We would not return their serve. We got
birth control and advanced degrees, slept with men we never intended to procreate with, moved
to big cities, and lived on our own. If anything, I defined myself in fierce opposition to my mother,
putting career and personal fulfillment over marriage and children.I am well aware that for my
mother how I appear before her Bridge club is as much a reflection of her as it is of me, and
because I want to make a good impression with the women, I don’t mind making an effort,
though it’s never quite enough for her. My mother wishes I would wear some makeup and
accessorize with a bracelet, earrings, anything. She has been known to say, with just a hint of
desperation in her voice, “Not even a little lipstick?”I don’t have to look at her to know what she is
wearing. She could be a senior model for Eileen Fisher, with her wardrobe full of mix-and-match
slacks, tops, and jackets. Her ensemble is rounded out with black Mary Jane shoes with fat
Velcro straps, earrings, and a matching strand of beads, in all likelihood purchased at a quaint
New England crafts fair or from one of the “funky” shops in downtown New Haven where all the
jewelry vaguely resembles a model of the solar system. But I give my mother credit for putting on
her beads and bracelets, her Bakelite earrings that look like miniature mahjong tiles, or the gold
ones that resemble tiny wine casks.I marvel at how much care all the women put into looking
nice for Bridge, especially as they only have each other to impress. But it’s not about that: these
women do not leave the house unless they are pulled together. Going out without lipstick on was
like walking outside naked. When I ask each Bridge daughter what she remembers from the



Monday club, the first thing they mention is how the ladies dressed. They were elegant, grown-
up, always wearing hose, heels, skirts, and pearls, their hair teased, curled, straightened, or
frosted.I can tell my mother is relieved when I show up at Rhoda’s looking “nice.” In this case:
black jeans that aren’t too shabby, a loose-fitting cream blouse (“anything but black!”), shoes
instead of sneakers, and the only necklace I wear: a gold pocket watch with roman numerals
finely etched like scrimshaw on its elegant ivory face. I had admired it since childhood, often
hunting for it among my mother’s many jewelry boxes. Once, when I was home after graduating
from college, which in my case is a euphemism for barely graduating, having been felled by a
major depression, my mother happened upon me in her dressing room admiring the watch.“Take
it,” she said.I was astonished. She couldn’t possibly mean it? I felt I had been caught red-handed
and declined her offer.“I’d rather you enjoy it while I’m still alive,” she insisted.I always thought the
gift, given in haste, was my mother’s way of telling me something she could never say,
something that would always remain unsaid.“Take it,” she urged. “I want you to have it.”When the
house was quiet on a Monday afternoon, it meant our mothers were out playing Bridge. For all
we knew they could have been having an affair with the tennis pro or embezzling the
Sisterhood’s Scholarship Fund. If someone was murdered in New Haven on a Monday, the
ladies had an airtight alibi. What the ladies actually did at the Bridge table was a mystery. Even
the score pad divided into two columns was like a riddle out of Alice in Wonderland: We and
They. Who were they? Who were we?It wasn’t a game you could learn in an afternoon, like
Scrabble or Monopoly. It wasn’t even like other card games. No, Bridge was complex and
certainly not for children. Still, I loved everything about playing cards: the suits and their symbols,
the red Hearts and Diamonds, the black Spades and Clubs one petal short of a lucky clover. I
loved the backs of the cards: some with elaborate Spirograph designs, others with animals,
flowers, or covered bridges. My favorite had a pair of winged cherubs on bicycles in the center of
the card and bare-breasted mermaids in each corner. I was mightily impressed with a deck of
cards my dad brought home from a trip. They had the Pan Am logo and he said they were
complimentary. How could such treasure be free?I loved playing War, then Spit, then Gin
Rummy with my dad. I loved Spades and Hearts and was the mastermind of an after-hours
game of Hearts at sleepaway camp where a small group of us played by flashlight on our
counselor’s bed behind a partition at the back of the bunk.Before I was old enough to
understand any card games, I invented my own called Card Mountain where I’d throw a blanket
in the air and let it fall into whatever shape it would take. I would then set up the cards, by suit, in
the folds and nooks of the blanket, creating my happy fiefdom of cold-eyed kings, scornful
queens. Jack was the dashing prince, and the number cards their loyal subjects. Sometimes I
would have to throw the blanket a few times to achieve maximum ramparts and parapets, and
when I was finished I would collect all the cards and tuck them back into their box, the blanket
left in a pile like the pale outline of a ruined fortress.As the ladies head over to Rhoda’s dining
room table for lunch, Bea makes a straight line to the far end of the table. “We’re not rigid,” she
says, “but this is my seat.” Today, decked out all in purple, her metallic tennies and crystal



bracelets that throw rainbows when the light hits them just right, Bea could be a poster child for
Jenny Joseph’s famous poem, “When I Am an Old Woman I Shall Wear Purple,” which
celebrates old age as liberation from traditional conventions and expectations. The poem always
grated on me, since the sad fact is that when you are old you are more likely to wear Depends
and a Life Alert necklace. But not Bea, she is spry, sharp, funny, and the only lady outrageous
enough to occasionally drop the F bomb. Bea isn’t an old hippie or part of the counterculture,
she just does her own thing and in this way stands slightly apart from the others.Rhoda serves
her kugel, and the ladies pass around a salad. She is the only one who has a “gentleman friend,”
her generation’s term for boyfriend. There are framed pictures of them on the kitchen counters
and scattered around the condo: at a benefit, on a cruise, with friends. It was unexpected this
late in life, but I’m convinced it’s responsible for the spring in her step.I feel like an interloper. Do I
participate or observe? Am I trying to impress them or they me? I am sitting next to my mother
and it’s as awkward as if we were strangers on a train. We are careful not to accidentally touch or
make eye contact. Conversation starts with The Oscars. They all watched at least a part of the
ceremony. The ladies are avid moviegoers, even though most movies today are “dreck” by their
standards. Those who saw the foreign film Amour loved it; others avoided the all-too-real
depiction of dementia. In a flush of civic pride, they were annoyed with screenwriter Tony
Kushner, who portrayed Connecticut, their state, as voting against the Thirteenth Amendment in
his movie Lincoln. They hated host Seth MacFarlane. Feh! He didn’t hold a candle to Bob Hope.
Forget about the dresses!“Actresses have been dressing like hookers for years,” my mother
says, capping the conversation.Talk turns to a minor scandal at the Jewish Community Center
over a zoning issue. As Rhoda tells it, the head of the committee called someone an “asshole” at
an open meeting. She puts her hand over her mouth to muffle the expletive.“Thank god he
wasn’t a gentile,” Rhoda adds.I’m confused. “You mean the guy who cursed was Jewish?”All the
women know this to be true and nod affirmatively.I’m still confused. Isn’t this man’s outburst “bad
for the Jews,” as the expression goes.No, no, the women explain. If a gentile had cursed, he
would be accused of anti-Semitism and that would be far more incendiary. They are willing to
take one for the team to avert even worse repercussions. Their logic seems warped to me until I
realize that the goal is to draw the least amount of attention as possible, deflecting even the
slightest whiff of anti-Semitism. I’m impressed with their diplomatic chops, their nuanced grasp
of the issues; if only the Bridge Ladies could be sent to the Middle East. After all, who better
understands the art of compromise than a person married for over fifty years. Rhoda concludes
the conversation, as I will discover she often does, with her customary disgust of contemporary
life: “The whole level of public discourse is in the sewer.”The very fact of the Bridge club, its
endurance, speaks in some ways to the ladies resisting change or upholding the status quo. If
the Bridge Ladies said so, my mother tended to go along. They were like city hall. One Bridge
daughter said they were like the Supreme Court. Their decisions were treated as the letter of the
law. They were mavens, advising on camps and colleges; they referred doctors and plumbers,
mechanics and gynecologists. Where to get your rugs cleaned and dresses hemmed. What the



golf course was to men, the Bridge table was to women, the de facto social networking of its
time. You would sooner argue with Talmudic scholars than challenge their collective
wisdom.These days, the ladies shy away from controversy. I know my mother wishes the ladies
would mix it up more. She religiously reads the New Yorker, Harper’s, the Nation, and the
Atlantic. She attends lectures on politics, Israel, art, and more recently Black Lives Matter. She
has strong opinions, they all do, but the ladies hew to the truism that it’s best not to talk about
politics or religion. And I suspect for a long time, this suited my mother. After all, it was her great
success as a Brooklyn-born socialist that she passed as a suburban matron who learned how to
play golf and tennis, joined the Sisterhood and eventually three Bridge clubs.Her socialism, her
Zionism, all of this was shelved when we moved to Woodbridge, our affluent suburb northwest of
New Haven. She traded in her Karl Marx for Emily Post, the high priestess of etiquette, as if
adhering to her advice could spare us the kind of social disgrace that in an earlier era would
have landed us in the stocks. The landscape appeared as a minefield where she could easily trip
up not knowing how people were related, who went to school with whom. She was anxious
about nearly every aspect of social life: what were the customs for entertaining, the protocol for
extending invitations and reciprocating? Margaret Mead had an easier time in Samoa!I didn’t get
it. She constantly harped on the fact that she felt like an outsider. Our suburban ranch, two cars,
and membership to the synagogue and Jewish Country Club all looked plenty normal to me. Too
normal! Her mother had emigrated from Russia without knowing English. How could my mother,
coming from Brooklyn, via Stamford, to New Haven feel so alien? Only it wasn’t about distances.
I was much older before I realized my mother felt like an outsider because of how inadequate
she felt about herself.Sitting down for our first “official” talk, she is eager to tell me about her
family’s poverty in Jersey City as if it’s a badge of honor. We are in my living room and she’s all
dressed up and made up like a Russian Matryoshka doll brightly painted with many shiny layers
of varnish. She has always been like the tiniest doll, the one that’s impossible to crack.Only now,
she enthusiastically recalls having lived in one tenement after another with the buckled linoleum
floors and refrigerators cooled by blocks of ice, relatives arguing leftist politics like in a Woody
Allen movie except it wasn’t exactly funny.“Is this what you’re looking for?” she asks, wanting to
please me.I’m not sure what I want now that we’re here. I feel awkward and embarrassed. Aren’t I
already supposed to know my mother?“I had one doll,” she proudly remembers, a gift from a
wealthy relative, and a favorite red cable stitch “skating” sweater she knitted with her friend
Cookie Ginsberg whose mother owned a yarn shop.“What kind of a name is Cookie?” I
ask.“What kind of a name is Cookie?” my mother repeats. Her use of a question to answer a
question is right out of the linguistic Yiddish playbook, and I understand immediately that she not
only deems the question foolish, but has no intention of answering it.“Do you remember that
sweater?” she asks hopefully, “with the zipper.”I act as if I can’t remember but I know exactly the
sweater she’s talking about—only I am ashamed because I never liked it, found its homemade
stitches crude, the zipper hard to work. It was the sole artifact from a life I couldn’t fathom, full of
import like the red balloon, only I failed to appreciate my mother’s girlhood handiwork.“I know I



kept it. You children wore it. I don’t know what finally happened to it. Do you remember it, the red
sweater with the cable stitch?”“Sort of,” I say, “yeah I think I do.” And then I have a sudden
longing for it—the embarrassing hand-knitted item of clothing—and I see myself skating as a
little girl with a bright red face pushing off toward the middle of the pond in our backyard. But it’s
a manufactured memory, more a wish or an image I conjured from having heard a story many
times.“I remember every coat I ever had,” she proudly tells me, most notably a taupe coat with a
Persian lamb collar and cuffs she wore when she was engaged. When I question how she could
afford it, she doesn’t hesitate, “If I could only have one coat, I wanted the best and my mother
would splurge for me.” She adds, “I’m still like that.”She also makes the point that unlike today’s
clothes hers lasted for years and years, and more than that: she took care of them. Her veiled
accusation/criticism is not lost on me, a citizen of the wasteful generation. “I wore that Persian
coat for years, I gave it to my cleaning lady. And it was still in good shape.”The only time I
glimpsed the residue of her impoverished childhood was when she yelled at my sisters and me
for not taking care of our things. Once she found a blouse under my bed with its tag on. I thought
her head would explode. We didn’t know the value of a dollar! We could not fathom her life, nor
were we especially impressed with her hardships. We were spoiled suburban girls who had
multiples of everything.“We didn’t feel poor,” my mother says now with a degree of wonder in her
voice. “We just didn’t.”They were all children of the Depression, the ladies, though they all claim it
didn’t affect them. They were too young, and their families were spared complete financial ruin. It
wasn’t about the “haves” and “have-nots,” they tell me; everyone was a have-not. To hear the
ladies talk about the Depression: no biggie. Still, they knew the value of a dollar and
remembered when a loose cigarette cost a penny, a dime for a ride on the trolley, and twenty-five
cents for a movie.“Here,” my mother would say, pushing the phone toward us to say hello to my
grandmother. Talking to her mother always seemed like a chore, placed more out of duty than
love. I always assumed my mother was embarrassed by my grandmother’s Russian accent and
Old World ways. She wore her hair in a bun held together by netting that, turned upside down,
could have doubled as a bird’s nest. She colored her hair black with a tube of something that
resembled shoe polish. She gripped a sugar cube between her front teeth when she drank tea,
and used Vaseline exclusively and liberally on her entire body, and then kept pennies in the
empties.Only now, she speaks with great pride about the young Russian immigrant who signed
up for language lessons as soon as she came through Ellis Island. I suspect my mother is
scrubbing her history. When she finally told us about my grandmother’s violent and tragic past, it
was impossible to comprehend the magnitude of trauma this sweet, gentle woman had survived.
She and her two sisters discovered their parents murdered in their home during the Kiev
pogroms of 1919.I want to know everything, but all my mother will say is that she had nightmares
her whole life and that she would cry out in her sleep.“It was very, very traumatic.”When I
challenge her about keeping all of this secret, she shrugs. “What can I tell you—protect the
children. That’s how I was raised. Was it right? I guess not.”“Mom, how could you not have told
us?”“It was the culture, Betsy. Go question culture.”“Did she long for Russia?”“She loved this



country, its ideals, everything it stood for. I was born on Washington’s birthday and my brother
was born on election day. My mother took it as a good omen.”When she first arrived, my
grandmother worked in a millinery factory, but once her English improved enough she landed a
job as a saleswoman at Russeks, one of Manhattan’s first upscale department stores.“She loved
clothes and she would buy them with her discount. She loved I. Miller shoes, a very fancy shoe
store, like Ferragamo today.”The next time I am in New York I attempt to find the store on West
Forty-Seventh Street. I don’t see it at first. The building is surrounded with scaffolding and
looming cranes. I peek through the fencing and there it is, a once grand building made of white
stone now almost completely black. The store had catered to actresses, and through the grime I
make out the names Mary Pickford and Ethel Barrymore etched into the facade where their
statues once stood, recessed into the building like Greek gods. A man on the construction site
tells me it’s coming down in a few days. I’m seized with panic; it suddenly feels as if this small
detail from my grandmother’s life is about to be demolished and with it every trace of her. I want
to stop the flow of traffic on the busiest corner of New York City and tell everyone how she
shopped here, a young immigrant extending her foot like a Russian aristocrat as a salesman
removed a shoe from its tissue.I knew firsthand that my grandfather’s abuse was cataclysmic,
epic, ruining many good times and almost every holiday meal. He once stopped talking to me for
two years because I wouldn’t give him a piece of bread from a fancy Italian loaf I believed my
aunt was “saving” for a special dinner. I was probably ten years old when he shook his fist and
thundered, “You deny your grandfather a piece of bread!” It was biblical! It was Moses at Mount
Sinai finding the Israelites worshipping false idols and going ballistic.“He came into conflict
wherever he went.” My mother’s voice lowered, even though we are alone in my living room,
sitting at opposite ends of my couch. “No one could tell him anything, no one was smarter than
your grandfather.” Her tone was sarcastic, angry.His volatile temper could be triggered by
anything: something as small as an empty bottle of milk in the refrigerator, a newspaper creased
incorrectly. Our grandmother did everything she could to quell his outbursts, to keep him from
making a scene, especially in public. I had no idea how desperate my mother was to leave
home, how dark her thoughts sometimes turned.My grandmother also longed to leave him, but
what options did she have? She was twenty-nine when they married, an old maid by the
standards of the day. He was a tall, blond American man, he had a job, and he asked her to
marry him after a week. At first he seemed heaven-sent. They were married six weeks later. A
woman in their building, also a Russian Jew, had left her husband and was raising two children
on her own. “My mother both admired her and felt sorry for her. On the one hand, it could be
done. On the other, better you should move to Siberia. It was a terrible shonde.” A shame.When
my mother was still in grade school and they were leaving Jersey for Brooklyn, she overheard a
teacher say, “We always lose the good ones.” She wore this modest feather in her cap for years
to come, providing some small ballast against her father’s belittling. She wishes her mother had
the conviction to end the marriage, end the bullying and constant insults he showered down on
the family. More than once, her father berated his bright young daughter. “You have always been



stupid, you are stupid, and you always will be stupid.”My mother could play Bridge day in and
day out, laugh and gossip and swap recipes for quiche Lorraine, but it wouldn’t change the fact
that she was covering a raft of secrets and the crippling effect of her father’s cruelty. Still, it’s
always there, at least to me, fear born of insecurities, dark moods that unexpectedly flare, and
sadness that folds itself in silence.I wanted to reach out to her, but her arms were crossed over
her chest, her mouth puckered, the lines scored more deeply. I had always dismissed my
mother’s insecurities as shallow: Did we use the right decorator? Did the shoes match the bag?
Everything had to match; I now see why. I disrespected her for only caring about how things
looked. I never understood how much there was to hide.I could tell that my mother was different
from the other Bridge Ladies, from most of my friends’ mothers. She was darker, moodier, and
harder to know. By five o’clock or so, with a roast dutifully prepared and hissing in the oven, my
mother would plop down, barricade herself behind her beloved New York Times, and light a
cigarette. I could see how tired she was, going through the motions of her grim duties. Driving
car pool, she’d sometimes show up late, barely say a word of apology, and drive down the long
gray roads of our town as if to an execution. Or ironing a stack of my father’s handkerchiefs,
pressing each one as if she were stamping out cholera.Often, or so it seemed, he would come
home from work and ask her if she had remembered to pick up the dry cleaning or run some
other errand. Often, no, she hadn’t. Identifying with my father, I made it my mission to correct the
world of my mother’s shortcomings in a game I invented and baldly named “Errands.” I would
navigate my bicycle around our circular driveway and over the bumpy lawn, doing the grocery
shopping, going to the post office, etc. Our Dutch door became the bank teller, the garbage area
was the dry cleaner, and so forth. I would happily chatter with the store clerks, thanking them
while they made change.Still, I wouldn’t have traded my mother for the cookie-cutter TV mothers
like Carol Brady or Shirley Partridge, who I’d watched in many after-school stupors. There were
times she could be funny and outrageous and slightly out of control. In private, she would curse
and be highly critical of people, lifting a single eyebrow in an arc of evil to put a fine point on
things. It was thrilling to hear her unvarnished opinions instead of the photoshopped ones she
gave in public. Sometimes I could make her laugh so hard she’d pee her pants; other times, I
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LernerCreditsCopyrightAbout the PublisherPROLOGUEAs a child, I was fascinated with the
Bridge Ladies. They showed up regularly at our house, their hair frosted, their nylons shimmery,
carrying patent leather pocketbooks with clasps as round as marbles. I loved greeting them at
the door, hanging up their coats in our front hall closet, where I often played inside the folds of
my mother’s mink. I watched as they gathered around the card table, crowded with a twinset of
cards, ashtrays, cellophane-wrapped cigarette packs, a scoring pad, and crystal dishes of
candy. Eye level to the Bridge table, I greedily surveyed the candy and would plan high-speed
kamikaze raids to nab some from below my mother’s radar. Where my father would let me sit on
his lap while he played Gin Rummy for a hand or two, the Bridge Ladies erected a square
fortress with their backs as they played, communing in their strange language of bids and
tricks.As a teenager, I’d make myself scarce when the Bridge Ladies came over. As far as I was
concerned, they were square. They didn’t work, didn’t seem to get that feminism was taking over
the world. Billie Jean King had defeated Bobby Riggs in the Battle of the Sexes Tennis Match,
Gloria Steinem had started Ms. magazine, and Helen Reddy roared. To me, the Bridge Ladies
were conventional, their sphere limited to family, synagogue, and community. Their identities
restricted to daughter, mother, and wife. On top of which their idea of fun was an afternoon of
playing Bridge. Seriously?I was after bigger game. I was already reading Anaïs Nin and Henry
Miller. In other words, I was determined to lose my virginity as soon as possible and have many
lovers. I hated our New Haven suburb and my high school for its devotion to conformity. As far as
I could tell, the most creative endeavor for the girls was growing their hair as long as possible in
order to qualify for the national “Long & Silky” contest. All I wanted to do was get out and stay
out. I spent my time dreaming of escape to New York, specifically Greenwich Village, where I
hoped to find like-minded people, poets, and writers. I moved there for college and stayed for
graduate school. Though I didn’t become a fixture at Studio 54 or Warhol’s Factory, I’d made a
life there: worked in publishing, eventually married, and had a daughter.Then something
happened. After twenty years of living and working in New York, my husband was offered a job
at Yale University Press. You didn’t need a Google map to see where this was going: New
Haven, my childhood home and the crucible of my pain. I was supportive when he accepted the
job; the reality of moving home took a little longer to fathom.For me, the biggest challenge was
having my mother become a regular part of our lives. When I lived in New York, we spoke once a
week, perfunctorily on Sundays. Now I would be living 5.1 miles away from her. I told myself I
could handle it. After all, I was well into my forties when we moved home, I was a mother in my
own right, yet my conflicts with my mother still flared brightly. Why was everything so loaded?
Why was I reduced to my teenage self almost every time we got together? Was everything she



said a criticism, or did it only sound that way? We circled each other like wary boxers. Once, she
asked why I bought low-fat cottage cheese instead of fat-free and nearly set off a world war
between us. It was cottage cheese, for god’s sake! Translated through the mother-daughter
lexicon: Was I ever going to be good enough?When my mother was recovering from some
surgery in January of 2013, I stayed with her to help out. We had been living in New Haven for
more than a decade by then, my dad gone, my daughter a teenager in her own right, we had
made new friends and were knitted in. I had become a partner in a literary agency and was
commuting to New York twice a week, getting my city fix. On top of that, God shined down his
light on our fair city and conferred an Apple Store upon us. Did I really have any reason to
complain?I wasn’t exactly looking forward to staying with my mother, but I also knew the job
would be made less onerous by the fact that she, even at eighty-three, was more comfortable
refusing help than demanding it, best summed up in the well-known joke: How many Jewish
grandmothers does it take to screw in a lightbulb? You shouldn’t worry . . . I’ll sit in the dark.Every
day, one of her Bridge Ladies visited, as if in an unspoken rotation. They were smaller now,
some a little unsteady, but still decked out in color-coordinated outfits, accessories, heels, and
bags. When they said I looked good, I wondered if they really thought I was fat, if my unruly hair
was an offense. When they asked after my husband and daughter, it struck me that they had
been there for all of the rites of passage in my life: they had attended my bat mitzvah, danced at
my wedding, and sent gifts when my daughter was born. I had never really taken stock of their
generosity; they likely had no idea how much adolescent rancor and disrespect I harbored. Or
how I had clumped them all together like the presidents carved into Mount Rushmore,
indistinguishable one from another.As demographics go, the Bridge Ladies couldn’t be more
alike. They are all in their eighties, all Jewish, and they all attended college. They married young,
married Jewish men, and stayed married to them. They had 2.5 children. None worked outside
the home during the years they raised their children, except Rhoda, who shattered the stained-
glass ceiling when she became the executive director at the synagogue. They did the shopping
and cooked the meals; The Joy of Cooking, published in 1936, was their bible. They picked up
the dry cleaning and cleaned their homes. (Eventually, each would be able to afford cleaning
ladies, as they would all become upwardly mobile.) They decorated and planned vacations, from
the Catskills to Puerto Rico to Rome.They lived through the Depression and World War II. Some
of their husbands joined the war effort. They witnessed the civil rights era, The Vietnam War, and
the feminist movement, though they didn’t shed their girdles or burn their bras. They were just a
little too old or insulated to embrace The Feminine Mystique or articulate the problem that had
no name. They saw interfaith marriage among their children and interracial marriage among their
grandchildren. When they grew up, gay people were completely closeted, like movie star heroes
Montgomery Clift and Rock Hudson. Today, they are witness to the legalization of gay marriage
in every state in the nation.Though they were not all born in New Haven, they have lived in the
greater New Haven area for all of their adult lives, they raised their children here, four have
buried husbands here, and one buried a daughter. They are all in relatively good health (knock



on wood, poo poo poo). Their adult children are as great a source of pride as they are of
aggravation. They don’t like to brag, but their grandchildren are brilliant. And on Mondays at
noontime, for the past fifty-five years, they gather for lunch and Bridge, the card game whose
golden age coincided with their generation’s coming of age.Bridge was the HBO of its day. In the
1930s and 1940s, 44 percent of American households had at least one Bridge player. Matches
were broadcast on radios, and popular movies like Sunset Boulevard and Shadow of the Thin
Man featured scenes with Bridge games. Robert Cohn, a character in Hemingway’s The Sun
Also Rises, boasted about his winning streak at Bridge. The New Yorker published “My Lady
Love, My Dove,” a Roald Dahl story where a couple are caught swindling their hosts during an
evening of Bridge. Charles Goren was a household name, the man who popularized the system
of counting points still used today. His books have sold millions worldwide, clogged the best
seller lists, and his Bridge column appeared in nearly two hundred newspapers. The guy was a
rock star.Enter television. By 1954, more than 80 percent of American households had TV.
Evenings once spent listening to the radio and engaging in social activities like Bridge got
crushed. Today, there are approximately three million active Bridge players, which puts the game
on par with stamp collecting and fly-fishing. In 2015, after an eighty-year run, the New York
Times cut its Bridge column. How long can the game exist? Not one of the Bridge daughters
learned to play, not at our mothers’ sides and not in college, where most of them learned in the
parlor rooms of their all-girl dormitories.When each one of the ladies braved that nasty winter to
pay my mother a visit, I found myself inexplicably happy to see them, almost giddy as I took their
coats, as I had as a child, hanging them up in our front hall closet. It was no longer stuffed like a
dry cleaner’s carousel with coats and slacks suffocated in plastic wrap. My mother’s mink long
retired, the closet now had a sad capacity. The wooden hangers clattered against each other like
wind chimes before a storm. I held back an intense longing for my father, growing concern for my
mother, and shame for how I used to feel about this small band of women. Each one brought a
meal or brownies or cookies.“I need those like a hole in the head,” my mother would announce
when they left, though we’d gobble them up after dinner while watching back-to-back reruns of
The Big Bang Theory.After my mother recovered, I couldn’t stop thinking about her friends from
the Bridge club and what seemed to me the vast distance between our generations. Even their
names connoted a bygone era: Bette, Bea, Jackie, Rhoda, and my mother, Roz. (Though Bridge
is a game for four, there are five women in the club. In case one can’t play, they still have a game;
this way the show goes on.) I had known these women my whole life and hardly knew them at
all. I was deeply touched by their support and loyalty to my mother. According to her, the Bridge
Ladies have grown apart over the years, their affection for each other is sometimes blunted, their
lives diminished by the effects of aging. Despite differences and silences built up over the years,
there exists a devotion to one another; these are dutiful women, their love flinty, but made to last.
I knew that if I were to get sick, there wouldn’t be such a steady stream of friends visiting. I’d be
lucky to get a few texts with smiley face emojis and some messages on my wall. Facebook may
connect us across the world and throughout eternity, but it won’t deliver a pot roast.I wondered



what their lives would have been like had they been given our opportunities. Did they dream of
having other partners? Were their marriages based on love, their husbands’ potential as
providers, or a combination of the two? Whenever I asked my mother if she loved my father, her
answer was always the same: he is a good father and a good provider. I got the feeling her ability
to choose was as important as his ability to earn. And, of course, it was. For my mother and for
all of the ladies, their fate largely rested on one choice: the man they married. Their financial well-
being depended on it. Without a doubt, the men set the stages on which they lived their lives.“I
deferred to your father,” my mother explains, though I remain incredulous. “I wanted to.”“Mom,” I
reply, “no one wants to defer.”“I did, I truly did.” She means it. Or she thinks she means it. I
remember many days growing up when deferring didn’t look all that great.I wanted Hepburn and
Tracy, Bogey and Bacall; I wanted big love for them, not something prudent, economical. But the
ladies come from a different stock. In the first place, they accept their lot. They are grateful for it!
The concept of loving yourself first is unheard of to them. Who had time, with a husband and
family to take care of? They didn’t dwell on their inner lives. They didn’t stretch their spines on
yoga mats, and they certainly didn’t spend hours in therapy sessions complaining about their
parents. Oh, the billable hours my friends and I have logged both condemning our parents and
seeking their love. If anything, the ladies don’t understand our self-obsession, our
selfishness.When I asked the ladies if I could sit in on the game, they invited me to join them for
lunch and Bridge on Mondays, and eventually into their homes for one-on-one conversations
about their lives. At the outset, I was interested in the mundane moments: carpooling, packing
lunch boxes, or mixing up a batch of sour cream dip with Lipton’s Onion Soup Mix. I wanted to
know about Dr. Spock and Dr. Seuss, and what it was really like raising a generation of children
more entitled and indulged than any other that had come before, my generation: the baby
boomers. I was also curious how they felt about all they missed out on: the Pill, pot, and Jimi
Hendrix. What was it like finding a joint in a teenager’s jeans, or birth control pills in her purse? In
the end, I wanted to know how the ladies felt about everything that mattered to me and to my
generation. I wanted to see where we connected, if we connected.I thought I’d go to the Bridge
club for a few weeks but stayed for nearly three years. When they opened up to me, I found their
stories moving and poignant. I once deemed the ladies not worth knowing; now I wanted to know
all I could. This was especially true with my mother. I had no idea that by entering her world, I
would begin to bridge both the generational gap and personal gulf that had defined our
relationship.A year or so in, I started taking Bridge lessons, a game that well acquaints you with
your deficits. With little natural affinity for the game, I persisted, often at the encouragement of
the ladies. My older sister, stupefied by my project, once asked, her voice thick with disbelief: Do
you actually like Bridge? Do you like them?These days, much of the conversation at the Bridge
table revolves around accidents and illness, death and dying, which happen at an alarming rate.
There was one Monday when the ladies talked about a two-funeral day earlier in the week. “You
must think we’re pretty morbid.” Bette laughs. “But it’s our life.”I get it. Death hovers over the
Bridge table. How could they not fear taking that wrong step, that inaugural fall that leads to a



broken hip, incapacity, or worse? Once, when I asked how a friend of theirs died, Bea looked me
in the eye. “Old age, Betsy, have you heard of it?”In part, this is a group portrait of the ladies,
what they share with each other, but also what they keep to themselves. Like my mother, these
women don’t openly reveal their feelings. Pain is a private matter. Sometimes, watching the
ladies play Bridge, I can see the girls they once were and the cards they were dealt; it’s all there
in their faces as they open a new hand of cards, each ripe with possibility, rife with
disappointment.In discovering the unsung lives of the Bridge Ladies, I also came to better
understand the ragged path that connects me to my mother. This is our story,
too.PROLOGUEAs a child, I was fascinated with the Bridge Ladies. They showed up regularly at
our house, their hair frosted, their nylons shimmery, carrying patent leather pocketbooks with
clasps as round as marbles. I loved greeting them at the door, hanging up their coats in our front
hall closet, where I often played inside the folds of my mother’s mink. I watched as they gathered
around the card table, crowded with a twinset of cards, ashtrays, cellophane-wrapped cigarette
packs, a scoring pad, and crystal dishes of candy. Eye level to the Bridge table, I greedily
surveyed the candy and would plan high-speed kamikaze raids to nab some from below my
mother’s radar. Where my father would let me sit on his lap while he played Gin Rummy for a
hand or two, the Bridge Ladies erected a square fortress with their backs as they played,
communing in their strange language of bids and tricks.As a teenager, I’d make myself scarce
when the Bridge Ladies came over. As far as I was concerned, they were square. They didn’t
work, didn’t seem to get that feminism was taking over the world. Billie Jean King had defeated
Bobby Riggs in the Battle of the Sexes Tennis Match, Gloria Steinem had started Ms. magazine,
and Helen Reddy roared. To me, the Bridge Ladies were conventional, their sphere limited to
family, synagogue, and community. Their identities restricted to daughter, mother, and wife. On
top of which their idea of fun was an afternoon of playing Bridge. Seriously?I was after bigger
game. I was already reading Anaïs Nin and Henry Miller. In other words, I was determined to
lose my virginity as soon as possible and have many lovers. I hated our New Haven suburb and
my high school for its devotion to conformity. As far as I could tell, the most creative endeavor for
the girls was growing their hair as long as possible in order to qualify for the national “Long &
Silky” contest. All I wanted to do was get out and stay out. I spent my time dreaming of escape to
New York, specifically Greenwich Village, where I hoped to find like-minded people, poets, and
writers. I moved there for college and stayed for graduate school. Though I didn’t become a
fixture at Studio 54 or Warhol’s Factory, I’d made a life there: worked in publishing, eventually
married, and had a daughter.Then something happened. After twenty years of living and working
in New York, my husband was offered a job at Yale University Press. You didn’t need a Google
map to see where this was going: New Haven, my childhood home and the crucible of my pain. I
was supportive when he accepted the job; the reality of moving home took a little longer to
fathom.For me, the biggest challenge was having my mother become a regular part of our lives.
When I lived in New York, we spoke once a week, perfunctorily on Sundays. Now I would be
living 5.1 miles away from her. I told myself I could handle it. After all, I was well into my forties



when we moved home, I was a mother in my own right, yet my conflicts with my mother still
flared brightly. Why was everything so loaded? Why was I reduced to my teenage self almost
every time we got together? Was everything she said a criticism, or did it only sound that way?
We circled each other like wary boxers. Once, she asked why I bought low-fat cottage cheese
instead of fat-free and nearly set off a world war between us. It was cottage cheese, for god’s
sake! Translated through the mother-daughter lexicon: Was I ever going to be good enough?
When my mother was recovering from some surgery in January of 2013, I stayed with her to help
out. We had been living in New Haven for more than a decade by then, my dad gone, my
daughter a teenager in her own right, we had made new friends and were knitted in. I had
become a partner in a literary agency and was commuting to New York twice a week, getting my
city fix. On top of that, God shined down his light on our fair city and conferred an Apple Store
upon us. Did I really have any reason to complain?I wasn’t exactly looking forward to staying with
my mother, but I also knew the job would be made less onerous by the fact that she, even at
eighty-three, was more comfortable refusing help than demanding it, best summed up in the well-
known joke: How many Jewish grandmothers does it take to screw in a lightbulb? You shouldn’t
worry . . . I’ll sit in the dark.Every day, one of her Bridge Ladies visited, as if in an unspoken
rotation. They were smaller now, some a little unsteady, but still decked out in color-coordinated
outfits, accessories, heels, and bags. When they said I looked good, I wondered if they really
thought I was fat, if my unruly hair was an offense. When they asked after my husband and
daughter, it struck me that they had been there for all of the rites of passage in my life: they had
attended my bat mitzvah, danced at my wedding, and sent gifts when my daughter was born. I
had never really taken stock of their generosity; they likely had no idea how much adolescent
rancor and disrespect I harbored. Or how I had clumped them all together like the presidents
carved into Mount Rushmore, indistinguishable one from another.As demographics go, the
Bridge Ladies couldn’t be more alike. They are all in their eighties, all Jewish, and they all
attended college. They married young, married Jewish men, and stayed married to them. They
had 2.5 children. None worked outside the home during the years they raised their children,
except Rhoda, who shattered the stained-glass ceiling when she became the executive director
at the synagogue. They did the shopping and cooked the meals; The Joy of Cooking, published
in 1936, was their bible. They picked up the dry cleaning and cleaned their homes. (Eventually,
each would be able to afford cleaning ladies, as they would all become upwardly mobile.) They
decorated and planned vacations, from the Catskills to Puerto Rico to Rome.They lived through
the Depression and World War II. Some of their husbands joined the war effort. They witnessed
the civil rights era, The Vietnam War, and the feminist movement, though they didn’t shed their
girdles or burn their bras. They were just a little too old or insulated to embrace The Feminine
Mystique or articulate the problem that had no name. They saw interfaith marriage among their
children and interracial marriage among their grandchildren. When they grew up, gay people
were completely closeted, like movie star heroes Montgomery Clift and Rock Hudson. Today,
they are witness to the legalization of gay marriage in every state in the nation.Though they were



not all born in New Haven, they have lived in the greater New Haven area for all of their adult
lives, they raised their children here, four have buried husbands here, and one buried a
daughter. They are all in relatively good health (knock on wood, poo poo poo). Their adult
children are as great a source of pride as they are of aggravation. They don’t like to brag, but
their grandchildren are brilliant. And on Mondays at noontime, for the past fifty-five years, they
gather for lunch and Bridge, the card game whose golden age coincided with their generation’s
coming of age.Bridge was the HBO of its day. In the 1930s and 1940s, 44 percent of American
households had at least one Bridge player. Matches were broadcast on radios, and popular
movies like Sunset Boulevard and Shadow of the Thin Man featured scenes with Bridge games.
Robert Cohn, a character in Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises, boasted about his winning streak
at Bridge. The New Yorker published “My Lady Love, My Dove,” a Roald Dahl story where a
couple are caught swindling their hosts during an evening of Bridge. Charles Goren was a
household name, the man who popularized the system of counting points still used today. His
books have sold millions worldwide, clogged the best seller lists, and his Bridge column
appeared in nearly two hundred newspapers. The guy was a rock star.Enter television. By 1954,
more than 80 percent of American households had TV. Evenings once spent listening to the
radio and engaging in social activities like Bridge got crushed. Today, there are approximately
three million active Bridge players, which puts the game on par with stamp collecting and fly-
fishing. In 2015, after an eighty-year run, the New York Times cut its Bridge column. How long
can the game exist? Not one of the Bridge daughters learned to play, not at our mothers’ sides
and not in college, where most of them learned in the parlor rooms of their all-girl
dormitories.When each one of the ladies braved that nasty winter to pay my mother a visit, I
found myself inexplicably happy to see them, almost giddy as I took their coats, as I had as a
child, hanging them up in our front hall closet. It was no longer stuffed like a dry cleaner’s
carousel with coats and slacks suffocated in plastic wrap. My mother’s mink long retired, the
closet now had a sad capacity. The wooden hangers clattered against each other like wind
chimes before a storm. I held back an intense longing for my father, growing concern for my
mother, and shame for how I used to feel about this small band of women. Each one brought a
meal or brownies or cookies.“I need those like a hole in the head,” my mother would announce
when they left, though we’d gobble them up after dinner while watching back-to-back reruns of
The Big Bang Theory.After my mother recovered, I couldn’t stop thinking about her friends from
the Bridge club and what seemed to me the vast distance between our generations. Even their
names connoted a bygone era: Bette, Bea, Jackie, Rhoda, and my mother, Roz. (Though Bridge
is a game for four, there are five women in the club. In case one can’t play, they still have a game;
this way the show goes on.) I had known these women my whole life and hardly knew them at
all. I was deeply touched by their support and loyalty to my mother. According to her, the Bridge
Ladies have grown apart over the years, their affection for each other is sometimes blunted, their
lives diminished by the effects of aging. Despite differences and silences built up over the years,
there exists a devotion to one another; these are dutiful women, their love flinty, but made to last.



I knew that if I were to get sick, there wouldn’t be such a steady stream of friends visiting. I’d be
lucky to get a few texts with smiley face emojis and some messages on my wall. Facebook may
connect us across the world and throughout eternity, but it won’t deliver a pot roast.I wondered
what their lives would have been like had they been given our opportunities. Did they dream of
having other partners? Were their marriages based on love, their husbands’ potential as
providers, or a combination of the two? Whenever I asked my mother if she loved my father, her
answer was always the same: he is a good father and a good provider. I got the feeling her ability
to choose was as important as his ability to earn. And, of course, it was. For my mother and for
all of the ladies, their fate largely rested on one choice: the man they married. Their financial well-
being depended on it. Without a doubt, the men set the stages on which they lived their lives.“I
deferred to your father,” my mother explains, though I remain incredulous. “I wanted to.”“Mom,” I
reply, “no one wants to defer.”“I did, I truly did.” She means it. Or she thinks she means it. I
remember many days growing up when deferring didn’t look all that great.I wanted Hepburn and
Tracy, Bogey and Bacall; I wanted big love for them, not something prudent, economical. But the
ladies come from a different stock. In the first place, they accept their lot. They are grateful for it!
The concept of loving yourself first is unheard of to them. Who had time, with a husband and
family to take care of? They didn’t dwell on their inner lives. They didn’t stretch their spines on
yoga mats, and they certainly didn’t spend hours in therapy sessions complaining about their
parents. Oh, the billable hours my friends and I have logged both condemning our parents and
seeking their love. If anything, the ladies don’t understand our self-obsession, our
selfishness.When I asked the ladies if I could sit in on the game, they invited me to join them for
lunch and Bridge on Mondays, and eventually into their homes for one-on-one conversations
about their lives. At the outset, I was interested in the mundane moments: carpooling, packing
lunch boxes, or mixing up a batch of sour cream dip with Lipton’s Onion Soup Mix. I wanted to
know about Dr. Spock and Dr. Seuss, and what it was really like raising a generation of children
more entitled and indulged than any other that had come before, my generation: the baby
boomers. I was also curious how they felt about all they missed out on: the Pill, pot, and Jimi
Hendrix. What was it like finding a joint in a teenager’s jeans, or birth control pills in her purse? In
the end, I wanted to know how the ladies felt about everything that mattered to me and to my
generation. I wanted to see where we connected, if we connected.I thought I’d go to the Bridge
club for a few weeks but stayed for nearly three years. When they opened up to me, I found their
stories moving and poignant. I once deemed the ladies not worth knowing; now I wanted to know
all I could. This was especially true with my mother. I had no idea that by entering her world, I
would begin to bridge both the generational gap and personal gulf that had defined our
relationship.A year or so in, I started taking Bridge lessons, a game that well acquaints you with
your deficits. With little natural affinity for the game, I persisted, often at the encouragement of
the ladies. My older sister, stupefied by my project, once asked, her voice thick with disbelief: Do
you actually like Bridge? Do you like them?These days, much of the conversation at the Bridge
table revolves around accidents and illness, death and dying, which happen at an alarming rate.



There was one Monday when the ladies talked about a two-funeral day earlier in the week. “You
must think we’re pretty morbid.” Bette laughs. “But it’s our life.”I get it. Death hovers over the
Bridge table. How could they not fear taking that wrong step, that inaugural fall that leads to a
broken hip, incapacity, or worse? Once, when I asked how a friend of theirs died, Bea looked me
in the eye. “Old age, Betsy, have you heard of it?”In part, this is a group portrait of the ladies,
what they share with each other, but also what they keep to themselves. Like my mother, these
women don’t openly reveal their feelings. Pain is a private matter. Sometimes, watching the
ladies play Bridge, I can see the girls they once were and the cards they were dealt; it’s all there
in their faces as they open a new hand of cards, each ripe with possibility, rife with
disappointment.In discovering the unsung lives of the Bridge Ladies, I also came to better
understand the ragged path that connects me to my mother. This is our story, too.CHAPTER 1A
Private LanguageIt was the Monday after the 2013 Academy Awards when I first sat down with
the Bridge Ladies. It was Rhoda’s turn to host. She lives in a tidy waterfront condo. You can tell
that it’s decorated with the furniture from her previous home in Orange, a residential suburb of
New Haven, where she lived and raised her family for twenty-seven years. The dining room table
is a little too big and formal for the space, and the two lamps flanking the couch in the living room
are as big as third graders. But she loves it here; it was the perfect downsizing, the best thing
she ever did, she says, turning around in her compact kitchen as if she were modeling a new
dress. Best of all is the deck overlooking the water, where terns and osprey regularly visit, where
the water reflects the light like foil.Her table is set with linen and china. Napkins are gathered in
silver rings, serving pieces are lined up like soldiers, and precut butter pats rest like a row of
collapsed dominoes on a pretty dish. A noodle kugel fills the house with a smell I have long
associated with love. On the table, a wooden trough-shaped dish holds a salad. It is hand-
painted, and along the rim I notice Rhoda’s name and her late husband’s in a pretty script. Peter
and Rhoda. There are reminders of their life as a couple all throughout the house, but I become
fixated on this serving dish with the folksy script yoking their names. I wonder if Rhoda sees the
inscription, if it makes her sad, or if it is part of the scenery now: his absence nowhere and
everywhere.I don’t know what I was expecting, but when the Bridge Ladies arrive at Rhoda’s,
they don’t seem all that happy to see each other, greeting one another with a bit of forced
friendliness. Over time, I will witness all manner of lightly veiled forbearance and exasperation
among them in the form of eye rolling, sniffing, and dismissive body language. They never kiss or
air-kiss hello. No hugging, no body contact whatsoever. I wonder if it has always been thus. As
young women were they affectionate, demonstrative? Or were there rivalries and hidden
alliances among them? Did they have fun? It’s true that I can’t stand some of my closest friends;
why did I imagine anything different from the ladies?When my mother sees me she does that
thing she always does. If you blink you would miss it: the maternal once-over. Calculated in a few
seconds, she inspects my clothes, my waistline, the sheen or lack of sheen in my hair. She will
know if I’ve been getting enough rest, biting my nails, or picking at my face. Doubtless there are
some mothers who gaze proudly on their daughters’ figures and outfits, but for Roz and me what



I wear and how I look have been a battleground from the time I began to dress myself.Though
none openly admit it, the Bridge Ladies, like most women of their day, groomed their daughters
for potential mates. Yes, they sent us to college for an education but also hoping we would meet
our husbands there. As recently as this past spring, 2015, my mother voiced her wish that my
daughter choose a college with a good ratio, and she wasn’t talking about teacher to student.
Marriage was essential for our mothers. They feared for us going forward in life without the same
protection they believed came with marrying a Jewish man.One of the Bridge daughters put it
this way: “They’re from that whole generation of women whose prime focus was not career, but
getting a man. So that’s your capital.”I resented this pressure when I was in my twenties. I knew
how badly my mother wanted me to marry, and it made me feel defective and unlovable even as
I rejected her outdated values. I was pursuing a career; I wanted a soul mate, not a meal ticket. I
once asked my mother what she would prefer: if I got married or won a Nobel Prize. “Don’t be
ridiculous” was all she said in response.I posed the same questions to each of the ladies:Did
you always know you would get married?Absolutely.Did you ever consider marrying a non-
Jewish man?Never.Did you know you would have children?Absolutely.Did you ever want
anything else?No (except for Bette).Why not?It never occurred to us.Was it the cultural
expectation or was it what you wanted?Both.In just one generation, the world they knew would
radically change. Bridge daughters, collectively: some married Jewish men, some intermarried,
some divorced, and some, god-forbid, did not marry. We would not return their serve. We got
birth control and advanced degrees, slept with men we never intended to procreate with, moved
to big cities, and lived on our own. If anything, I defined myself in fierce opposition to my mother,
putting career and personal fulfillment over marriage and children.I am well aware that for my
mother how I appear before her Bridge club is as much a reflection of her as it is of me, and
because I want to make a good impression with the women, I don’t mind making an effort,
though it’s never quite enough for her. My mother wishes I would wear some makeup and
accessorize with a bracelet, earrings, anything. She has been known to say, with just a hint of
desperation in her voice, “Not even a little lipstick?”I don’t have to look at her to know what she is
wearing. She could be a senior model for Eileen Fisher, with her wardrobe full of mix-and-match
slacks, tops, and jackets. Her ensemble is rounded out with black Mary Jane shoes with fat
Velcro straps, earrings, and a matching strand of beads, in all likelihood purchased at a quaint
New England crafts fair or from one of the “funky” shops in downtown New Haven where all the
jewelry vaguely resembles a model of the solar system. But I give my mother credit for putting on
her beads and bracelets, her Bakelite earrings that look like miniature mahjong tiles, or the gold
ones that resemble tiny wine casks.I marvel at how much care all the women put into looking
nice for Bridge, especially as they only have each other to impress. But it’s not about that: these
women do not leave the house unless they are pulled together. Going out without lipstick on was
like walking outside naked. When I ask each Bridge daughter what she remembers from the
Monday club, the first thing they mention is how the ladies dressed. They were elegant, grown-
up, always wearing hose, heels, skirts, and pearls, their hair teased, curled, straightened, or



frosted.I can tell my mother is relieved when I show up at Rhoda’s looking “nice.” In this case:
black jeans that aren’t too shabby, a loose-fitting cream blouse (“anything but black!”), shoes
instead of sneakers, and the only necklace I wear: a gold pocket watch with roman numerals
finely etched like scrimshaw on its elegant ivory face. I had admired it since childhood, often
hunting for it among my mother’s many jewelry boxes. Once, when I was home after graduating
from college, which in my case is a euphemism for barely graduating, having been felled by a
major depression, my mother happened upon me in her dressing room admiring the watch.“Take
it,” she said.I was astonished. She couldn’t possibly mean it? I felt I had been caught red-handed
and declined her offer.“I’d rather you enjoy it while I’m still alive,” she insisted.I always thought the
gift, given in haste, was my mother’s way of telling me something she could never say,
something that would always remain unsaid.“Take it,” she urged. “I want you to have it.”When the
house was quiet on a Monday afternoon, it meant our mothers were out playing Bridge. For all
we knew they could have been having an affair with the tennis pro or embezzling the
Sisterhood’s Scholarship Fund. If someone was murdered in New Haven on a Monday, the
ladies had an airtight alibi. What the ladies actually did at the Bridge table was a mystery. Even
the score pad divided into two columns was like a riddle out of Alice in Wonderland: We and
They. Who were they? Who were we?It wasn’t a game you could learn in an afternoon, like
Scrabble or Monopoly. It wasn’t even like other card games. No, Bridge was complex and
certainly not for children. Still, I loved everything about playing cards: the suits and their symbols,
the red Hearts and Diamonds, the black Spades and Clubs one petal short of a lucky clover. I
loved the backs of the cards: some with elaborate Spirograph designs, others with animals,
flowers, or covered bridges. My favorite had a pair of winged cherubs on bicycles in the center of
the card and bare-breasted mermaids in each corner. I was mightily impressed with a deck of
cards my dad brought home from a trip. They had the Pan Am logo and he said they were
complimentary. How could such treasure be free?I loved playing War, then Spit, then Gin
Rummy with my dad. I loved Spades and Hearts and was the mastermind of an after-hours
game of Hearts at sleepaway camp where a small group of us played by flashlight on our
counselor’s bed behind a partition at the back of the bunk.Before I was old enough to
understand any card games, I invented my own called Card Mountain where I’d throw a blanket
in the air and let it fall into whatever shape it would take. I would then set up the cards, by suit, in
the folds and nooks of the blanket, creating my happy fiefdom of cold-eyed kings, scornful
queens. Jack was the dashing prince, and the number cards their loyal subjects. Sometimes I
would have to throw the blanket a few times to achieve maximum ramparts and parapets, and
when I was finished I would collect all the cards and tuck them back into their box, the blanket
left in a pile like the pale outline of a ruined fortress.As the ladies head over to Rhoda’s dining
room table for lunch, Bea makes a straight line to the far end of the table. “We’re not rigid,” she
says, “but this is my seat.” Today, decked out all in purple, her metallic tennies and crystal
bracelets that throw rainbows when the light hits them just right, Bea could be a poster child for
Jenny Joseph’s famous poem, “When I Am an Old Woman I Shall Wear Purple,” which



celebrates old age as liberation from traditional conventions and expectations. The poem always
grated on me, since the sad fact is that when you are old you are more likely to wear Depends
and a Life Alert necklace. But not Bea, she is spry, sharp, funny, and the only lady outrageous
enough to occasionally drop the F bomb. Bea isn’t an old hippie or part of the counterculture,
she just does her own thing and in this way stands slightly apart from the others.Rhoda serves
her kugel, and the ladies pass around a salad. She is the only one who has a “gentleman friend,”
her generation’s term for boyfriend. There are framed pictures of them on the kitchen counters
and scattered around the condo: at a benefit, on a cruise, with friends. It was unexpected this
late in life, but I’m convinced it’s responsible for the spring in her step.I feel like an interloper. Do I
participate or observe? Am I trying to impress them or they me? I am sitting next to my mother
and it’s as awkward as if we were strangers on a train. We are careful not to accidentally touch or
make eye contact. Conversation starts with The Oscars. They all watched at least a part of the
ceremony. The ladies are avid moviegoers, even though most movies today are “dreck” by their
standards. Those who saw the foreign film Amour loved it; others avoided the all-too-real
depiction of dementia. In a flush of civic pride, they were annoyed with screenwriter Tony
Kushner, who portrayed Connecticut, their state, as voting against the Thirteenth Amendment in
his movie Lincoln. They hated host Seth MacFarlane. Feh! He didn’t hold a candle to Bob Hope.
Forget about the dresses!“Actresses have been dressing like hookers for years,” my mother
says, capping the conversation.Talk turns to a minor scandal at the Jewish Community Center
over a zoning issue. As Rhoda tells it, the head of the committee called someone an “asshole” at
an open meeting. She puts her hand over her mouth to muffle the expletive.“Thank god he
wasn’t a gentile,” Rhoda adds.I’m confused. “You mean the guy who cursed was Jewish?”All the
women know this to be true and nod affirmatively.I’m still confused. Isn’t this man’s outburst “bad
for the Jews,” as the expression goes.No, no, the women explain. If a gentile had cursed, he
would be accused of anti-Semitism and that would be far more incendiary. They are willing to
take one for the team to avert even worse repercussions. Their logic seems warped to me until I
realize that the goal is to draw the least amount of attention as possible, deflecting even the
slightest whiff of anti-Semitism. I’m impressed with their diplomatic chops, their nuanced grasp
of the issues; if only the Bridge Ladies could be sent to the Middle East. After all, who better
understands the art of compromise than a person married for over fifty years. Rhoda concludes
the conversation, as I will discover she often does, with her customary disgust of contemporary
life: “The whole level of public discourse is in the sewer.”The very fact of the Bridge club, its
endurance, speaks in some ways to the ladies resisting change or upholding the status quo. If
the Bridge Ladies said so, my mother tended to go along. They were like city hall. One Bridge
daughter said they were like the Supreme Court. Their decisions were treated as the letter of the
law. They were mavens, advising on camps and colleges; they referred doctors and plumbers,
mechanics and gynecologists. Where to get your rugs cleaned and dresses hemmed. What the
golf course was to men, the Bridge table was to women, the de facto social networking of its
time. You would sooner argue with Talmudic scholars than challenge their collective



wisdom.These days, the ladies shy away from controversy. I know my mother wishes the ladies
would mix it up more. She religiously reads the New Yorker, Harper’s, the Nation, and the
Atlantic. She attends lectures on politics, Israel, art, and more recently Black Lives Matter. She
has strong opinions, they all do, but the ladies hew to the truism that it’s best not to talk about
politics or religion. And I suspect for a long time, this suited my mother. After all, it was her great
success as a Brooklyn-born socialist that she passed as a suburban matron who learned how to
play golf and tennis, joined the Sisterhood and eventually three Bridge clubs.Her socialism, her
Zionism, all of this was shelved when we moved to Woodbridge, our affluent suburb northwest of
New Haven. She traded in her Karl Marx for Emily Post, the high priestess of etiquette, as if
adhering to her advice could spare us the kind of social disgrace that in an earlier era would
have landed us in the stocks. The landscape appeared as a minefield where she could easily trip
up not knowing how people were related, who went to school with whom. She was anxious
about nearly every aspect of social life: what were the customs for entertaining, the protocol for
extending invitations and reciprocating? Margaret Mead had an easier time in Samoa!I didn’t get
it. She constantly harped on the fact that she felt like an outsider. Our suburban ranch, two cars,
and membership to the synagogue and Jewish Country Club all looked plenty normal to me. Too
normal! Her mother had emigrated from Russia without knowing English. How could my mother,
coming from Brooklyn, via Stamford, to New Haven feel so alien? Only it wasn’t about distances.
I was much older before I realized my mother felt like an outsider because of how inadequate
she felt about herself.Sitting down for our first “official” talk, she is eager to tell me about her
family’s poverty in Jersey City as if it’s a badge of honor. We are in my living room and she’s all
dressed up and made up like a Russian Matryoshka doll brightly painted with many shiny layers
of varnish. She has always been like the tiniest doll, the one that’s impossible to crack.Only now,
she enthusiastically recalls having lived in one tenement after another with the buckled linoleum
floors and refrigerators cooled by blocks of ice, relatives arguing leftist politics like in a Woody
Allen movie except it wasn’t exactly funny.“Is this what you’re looking for?” she asks, wanting to
please me.I’m not sure what I want now that we’re here. I feel awkward and embarrassed. Aren’t I
already supposed to know my mother?“I had one doll,” she proudly remembers, a gift from a
wealthy relative, and a favorite red cable stitch “skating” sweater she knitted with her friend
Cookie Ginsberg whose mother owned a yarn shop.“What kind of a name is Cookie?” I
ask.“What kind of a name is Cookie?” my mother repeats. Her use of a question to answer a
question is right out of the linguistic Yiddish playbook, and I understand immediately that she not
only deems the question foolish, but has no intention of answering it.“Do you remember that
sweater?” she asks hopefully, “with the zipper.”I act as if I can’t remember but I know exactly the
sweater she’s talking about—only I am ashamed because I never liked it, found its homemade
stitches crude, the zipper hard to work. It was the sole artifact from a life I couldn’t fathom, full of
import like the red balloon, only I failed to appreciate my mother’s girlhood handiwork.“I know I
kept it. You children wore it. I don’t know what finally happened to it. Do you remember it, the red
sweater with the cable stitch?”“Sort of,” I say, “yeah I think I do.” And then I have a sudden



longing for it—the embarrassing hand-knitted item of clothing—and I see myself skating as a
little girl with a bright red face pushing off toward the middle of the pond in our backyard. But it’s
a manufactured memory, more a wish or an image I conjured from having heard a story many
times.“I remember every coat I ever had,” she proudly tells me, most notably a taupe coat with a
Persian lamb collar and cuffs she wore when she was engaged. When I question how she could
afford it, she doesn’t hesitate, “If I could only have one coat, I wanted the best and my mother
would splurge for me.” She adds, “I’m still like that.”She also makes the point that unlike today’s
clothes hers lasted for years and years, and more than that: she took care of them. Her veiled
accusation/criticism is not lost on me, a citizen of the wasteful generation. “I wore that Persian
coat for years, I gave it to my cleaning lady. And it was still in good shape.”The only time I
glimpsed the residue of her impoverished childhood was when she yelled at my sisters and me
for not taking care of our things. Once she found a blouse under my bed with its tag on. I thought
her head would explode. We didn’t know the value of a dollar! We could not fathom her life, nor
were we especially impressed with her hardships. We were spoiled suburban girls who had
multiples of everything.“We didn’t feel poor,” my mother says now with a degree of wonder in her
voice. “We just didn’t.”They were all children of the Depression, the ladies, though they all claim it
didn’t affect them. They were too young, and their families were spared complete financial ruin. It
wasn’t about the “haves” and “have-nots,” they tell me; everyone was a have-not. To hear the
ladies talk about the Depression: no biggie. Still, they knew the value of a dollar and
remembered when a loose cigarette cost a penny, a dime for a ride on the trolley, and twenty-five
cents for a movie.“Here,” my mother would say, pushing the phone toward us to say hello to my
grandmother. Talking to her mother always seemed like a chore, placed more out of duty than
love. I always assumed my mother was embarrassed by my grandmother’s Russian accent and
Old World ways. She wore her hair in a bun held together by netting that, turned upside down,
could have doubled as a bird’s nest. She colored her hair black with a tube of something that
resembled shoe polish. She gripped a sugar cube between her front teeth when she drank tea,
and used Vaseline exclusively and liberally on her entire body, and then kept pennies in the
empties.Only now, she speaks with great pride about the young Russian immigrant who signed
up for language lessons as soon as she came through Ellis Island. I suspect my mother is
scrubbing her history. When she finally told us about my grandmother’s violent and tragic past, it
was impossible to comprehend the magnitude of trauma this sweet, gentle woman had survived.
She and her two sisters discovered their parents murdered in their home during the Kiev
pogroms of 1919.I want to know everything, but all my mother will say is that she had nightmares
her whole life and that she would cry out in her sleep.“It was very, very traumatic.”When I
challenge her about keeping all of this secret, she shrugs. “What can I tell you—protect the
children. That’s how I was raised. Was it right? I guess not.”“Mom, how could you not have told
us?”“It was the culture, Betsy. Go question culture.”“Did she long for Russia?”“She loved this
country, its ideals, everything it stood for. I was born on Washington’s birthday and my brother
was born on election day. My mother took it as a good omen.”When she first arrived, my



grandmother worked in a millinery factory, but once her English improved enough she landed a
job as a saleswoman at Russeks, one of Manhattan’s first upscale department stores.“She loved
clothes and she would buy them with her discount. She loved I. Miller shoes, a very fancy shoe
store, like Ferragamo today.”The next time I am in New York I attempt to find the store on West
Forty-Seventh Street. I don’t see it at first. The building is surrounded with scaffolding and
looming cranes. I peek through the fencing and there it is, a once grand building made of white
stone now almost completely black. The store had catered to actresses, and through the grime I
make out the names Mary Pickford and Ethel Barrymore etched into the facade where their
statues once stood, recessed into the building like Greek gods. A man on the construction site
tells me it’s coming down in a few days. I’m seized with panic; it suddenly feels as if this small
detail from my grandmother’s life is about to be demolished and with it every trace of her. I want
to stop the flow of traffic on the busiest corner of New York City and tell everyone how she
shopped here, a young immigrant extending her foot like a Russian aristocrat as a salesman
removed a shoe from its tissue.I knew firsthand that my grandfather’s abuse was cataclysmic,
epic, ruining many good times and almost every holiday meal. He once stopped talking to me for
two years because I wouldn’t give him a piece of bread from a fancy Italian loaf I believed my
aunt was “saving” for a special dinner. I was probably ten years old when he shook his fist and
thundered, “You deny your grandfather a piece of bread!” It was biblical! It was Moses at Mount
Sinai finding the Israelites worshipping false idols and going ballistic.“He came into conflict
wherever he went.” My mother’s voice lowered, even though we are alone in my living room,
sitting at opposite ends of my couch. “No one could tell him anything, no one was smarter than
your grandfather.” Her tone was sarcastic, angry.His volatile temper could be triggered by
anything: something as small as an empty bottle of milk in the refrigerator, a newspaper creased
incorrectly. Our grandmother did everything she could to quell his outbursts, to keep him from
making a scene, especially in public. I had no idea how desperate my mother was to leave
home, how dark her thoughts sometimes turned.My grandmother also longed to leave him, but
what options did she have? She was twenty-nine when they married, an old maid by the
standards of the day. He was a tall, blond American man, he had a job, and he asked her to
marry him after a week. At first he seemed heaven-sent. They were married six weeks later. A
woman in their building, also a Russian Jew, had left her husband and was raising two children
on her own. “My mother both admired her and felt sorry for her. On the one hand, it could be
done. On the other, better you should move to Siberia. It was a terrible shonde.” A shame.When
my mother was still in grade school and they were leaving Jersey for Brooklyn, she overheard a
teacher say, “We always lose the good ones.” She wore this modest feather in her cap for years
to come, providing some small ballast against her father’s belittling. She wishes her mother had
the conviction to end the marriage, end the bullying and constant insults he showered down on
the family. More than once, her father berated his bright young daughter. “You have always been
stupid, you are stupid, and you always will be stupid.”My mother could play Bridge day in and
day out, laugh and gossip and swap recipes for quiche Lorraine, but it wouldn’t change the fact



that she was covering a raft of secrets and the crippling effect of her father’s cruelty. Still, it’s
always there, at least to me, fear born of insecurities, dark moods that unexpectedly flare, and
sadness that folds itself in silence.I wanted to reach out to her, but her arms were crossed over
her chest, her mouth puckered, the lines scored more deeply. I had always dismissed my
mother’s insecurities as shallow: Did we use the right decorator? Did the shoes match the bag?
Everything had to match; I now see why. I disrespected her for only caring about how things
looked. I never understood how much there was to hide.I could tell that my mother was different
from the other Bridge Ladies, from most of my friends’ mothers. She was darker, moodier, and
harder to know. By five o’clock or so, with a roast dutifully prepared and hissing in the oven, my
mother would plop down, barricade herself behind her beloved New York Times, and light a
cigarette. I could see how tired she was, going through the motions of her grim duties. Driving
car pool, she’d sometimes show up late, barely say a word of apology, and drive down the long
gray roads of our town as if to an execution. Or ironing a stack of my father’s handkerchiefs,
pressing each one as if she were stamping out cholera.Often, or so it seemed, he would come
home from work and ask her if she had remembered to pick up the dry cleaning or run some
other errand. Often, no, she hadn’t. Identifying with my father, I made it my mission to correct the
world of my mother’s shortcomings in a game I invented and baldly named “Errands.” I would
navigate my bicycle around our circular driveway and over the bumpy lawn, doing the grocery
shopping, going to the post office, etc. Our Dutch door became the bank teller, the garbage area
was the dry cleaner, and so forth. I would happily chatter with the store clerks, thanking them
while they made change.Still, I wouldn’t have traded my mother for the cookie-cutter TV mothers
like Carol Brady or Shirley Partridge, who I’d watched in many after-school stupors. There were
times she could be funny and outrageous and slightly out of control. In private, she would curse
and be highly critical of people, lifting a single eyebrow in an arc of evil to put a fine point on
things. It was thrilling to hear her unvarnished opinions instead of the photoshopped ones she
gave in public. Sometimes I could make her laugh so hard she’d pee her pants; other times, I
could barely get her attention.CHAPTER 1A Private LanguageIt was the Monday after the 2013
Academy Awards when I first sat down with the Bridge Ladies. It was Rhoda’s turn to host. She
lives in a tidy waterfront condo. You can tell that it’s decorated with the furniture from her
previous home in Orange, a residential suburb of New Haven, where she lived and raised her
family for twenty-seven years. The dining room table is a little too big and formal for the space,
and the two lamps flanking the couch in the living room are as big as third graders. But she loves
it here; it was the perfect downsizing, the best thing she ever did, she says, turning around in her
compact kitchen as if she were modeling a new dress. Best of all is the deck overlooking the
water, where terns and osprey regularly visit, where the water reflects the light like foil.Her table
is set with linen and china. Napkins are gathered in silver rings, serving pieces are lined up like
soldiers, and precut butter pats rest like a row of collapsed dominoes on a pretty dish. A noodle
kugel fills the house with a smell I have long associated with love. On the table, a wooden trough-
shaped dish holds a salad. It is hand-painted, and along the rim I notice Rhoda’s name and her



late husband’s in a pretty script. Peter and Rhoda. There are reminders of their life as a couple
all throughout the house, but I become fixated on this serving dish with the folksy script yoking
their names. I wonder if Rhoda sees the inscription, if it makes her sad, or if it is part of the
scenery now: his absence nowhere and everywhere.I don’t know what I was expecting, but
when the Bridge Ladies arrive at Rhoda’s, they don’t seem all that happy to see each other,
greeting one another with a bit of forced friendliness. Over time, I will witness all manner of lightly
veiled forbearance and exasperation among them in the form of eye rolling, sniffing, and
dismissive body language. They never kiss or air-kiss hello. No hugging, no body contact
whatsoever. I wonder if it has always been thus. As young women were they affectionate,
demonstrative? Or were there rivalries and hidden alliances among them? Did they have fun?
It’s true that I can’t stand some of my closest friends; why did I imagine anything different from
the ladies?When my mother sees me she does that thing she always does. If you blink you
would miss it: the maternal once-over. Calculated in a few seconds, she inspects my clothes, my
waistline, the sheen or lack of sheen in my hair. She will know if I’ve been getting enough rest,
biting my nails, or picking at my face. Doubtless there are some mothers who gaze proudly on
their daughters’ figures and outfits, but for Roz and me what I wear and how I look have been a
battleground from the time I began to dress myself.Though none openly admit it, the Bridge
Ladies, like most women of their day, groomed their daughters for potential mates. Yes, they sent
us to college for an education but also hoping we would meet our husbands there. As recently
as this past spring, 2015, my mother voiced her wish that my daughter choose a college with a
good ratio, and she wasn’t talking about teacher to student. Marriage was essential for our
mothers. They feared for us going forward in life without the same protection they believed came
with marrying a Jewish man.One of the Bridge daughters put it this way: “They’re from that whole
generation of women whose prime focus was not career, but getting a man. So that’s your
capital.”I resented this pressure when I was in my twenties. I knew how badly my mother wanted
me to marry, and it made me feel defective and unlovable even as I rejected her outdated values.
I was pursuing a career; I wanted a soul mate, not a meal ticket. I once asked my mother what
she would prefer: if I got married or won a Nobel Prize. “Don’t be ridiculous” was all she said in
response.I posed the same questions to each of the ladies:Did you always know you would get
married?Absolutely.Did you ever consider marrying a non-Jewish man?Never.Did you know you
would have children?Absolutely.Did you ever want anything else?No (except for Bette).Why not?
It never occurred to us.Was it the cultural expectation or was it what you wanted?Both.In just one
generation, the world they knew would radically change. Bridge daughters, collectively: some
married Jewish men, some intermarried, some divorced, and some, god-forbid, did not marry.
We would not return their serve. We got birth control and advanced degrees, slept with men we
never intended to procreate with, moved to big cities, and lived on our own. If anything, I defined
myself in fierce opposition to my mother, putting career and personal fulfillment over marriage
and children.I am well aware that for my mother how I appear before her Bridge club is as much
a reflection of her as it is of me, and because I want to make a good impression with the women,



I don’t mind making an effort, though it’s never quite enough for her. My mother wishes I would
wear some makeup and accessorize with a bracelet, earrings, anything. She has been known to
say, with just a hint of desperation in her voice, “Not even a little lipstick?”I don’t have to look at
her to know what she is wearing. She could be a senior model for Eileen Fisher, with her
wardrobe full of mix-and-match slacks, tops, and jackets. Her ensemble is rounded out with
black Mary Jane shoes with fat Velcro straps, earrings, and a matching strand of beads, in all
likelihood purchased at a quaint New England crafts fair or from one of the “funky” shops in
downtown New Haven where all the jewelry vaguely resembles a model of the solar system. But
I give my mother credit for putting on her beads and bracelets, her Bakelite earrings that look like
miniature mahjong tiles, or the gold ones that resemble tiny wine casks.I marvel at how much
care all the women put into looking nice for Bridge, especially as they only have each other to
impress. But it’s not about that: these women do not leave the house unless they are pulled
together. Going out without lipstick on was like walking outside naked. When I ask each Bridge
daughter what she remembers from the Monday club, the first thing they mention is how the
ladies dressed. They were elegant, grown-up, always wearing hose, heels, skirts, and pearls,
their hair teased, curled, straightened, or frosted.I can tell my mother is relieved when I show up
at Rhoda’s looking “nice.” In this case: black jeans that aren’t too shabby, a loose-fitting cream
blouse (“anything but black!”), shoes instead of sneakers, and the only necklace I wear: a gold
pocket watch with roman numerals finely etched like scrimshaw on its elegant ivory face. I had
admired it since childhood, often hunting for it among my mother’s many jewelry boxes. Once,
when I was home after graduating from college, which in my case is a euphemism for barely
graduating, having been felled by a major depression, my mother happened upon me in her
dressing room admiring the watch.“Take it,” she said.I was astonished. She couldn’t possibly
mean it? I felt I had been caught red-handed and declined her offer.“I’d rather you enjoy it while
I’m still alive,” she insisted.I always thought the gift, given in haste, was my mother’s way of telling
me something she could never say, something that would always remain unsaid.“Take it,” she
urged. “I want you to have it.”When the house was quiet on a Monday afternoon, it meant our
mothers were out playing Bridge. For all we knew they could have been having an affair with the
tennis pro or embezzling the Sisterhood’s Scholarship Fund. If someone was murdered in New
Haven on a Monday, the ladies had an airtight alibi. What the ladies actually did at the Bridge
table was a mystery. Even the score pad divided into two columns was like a riddle out of Alice in
Wonderland: We and They. Who were they? Who were we?It wasn’t a game you could learn in
an afternoon, like Scrabble or Monopoly. It wasn’t even like other card games. No, Bridge was
complex and certainly not for children. Still, I loved everything about playing cards: the suits and
their symbols, the red Hearts and Diamonds, the black Spades and Clubs one petal short of a
lucky clover. I loved the backs of the cards: some with elaborate Spirograph designs, others with
animals, flowers, or covered bridges. My favorite had a pair of winged cherubs on bicycles in the
center of the card and bare-breasted mermaids in each corner. I was mightily impressed with a
deck of cards my dad brought home from a trip. They had the Pan Am logo and he said they



were complimentary. How could such treasure be free?I loved playing War, then Spit, then Gin
Rummy with my dad. I loved Spades and Hearts and was the mastermind of an after-hours
game of Hearts at sleepaway camp where a small group of us played by flashlight on our
counselor’s bed behind a partition at the back of the bunk.Before I was old enough to
understand any card games, I invented my own called Card Mountain where I’d throw a blanket
in the air and let it fall into whatever shape it would take. I would then set up the cards, by suit, in
the folds and nooks of the blanket, creating my happy fiefdom of cold-eyed kings, scornful
queens. Jack was the dashing prince, and the number cards their loyal subjects. Sometimes I
would have to throw the blanket a few times to achieve maximum ramparts and parapets, and
when I was finished I would collect all the cards and tuck them back into their box, the blanket
left in a pile like the pale outline of a ruined fortress.As the ladies head over to Rhoda’s dining
room table for lunch, Bea makes a straight line to the far end of the table. “We’re not rigid,” she
says, “but this is my seat.” Today, decked out all in purple, her metallic tennies and crystal
bracelets that throw rainbows when the light hits them just right, Bea could be a poster child for
Jenny Joseph’s famous poem, “When I Am an Old Woman I Shall Wear Purple,” which
celebrates old age as liberation from traditional conventions and expectations. The poem always
grated on me, since the sad fact is that when you are old you are more likely to wear Depends
and a Life Alert necklace. But not Bea, she is spry, sharp, funny, and the only lady outrageous
enough to occasionally drop the F bomb. Bea isn’t an old hippie or part of the counterculture,
she just does her own thing and in this way stands slightly apart from the others.Rhoda serves
her kugel, and the ladies pass around a salad. She is the only one who has a “gentleman friend,”
her generation’s term for boyfriend. There are framed pictures of them on the kitchen counters
and scattered around the condo: at a benefit, on a cruise, with friends. It was unexpected this
late in life, but I’m convinced it’s responsible for the spring in her step.I feel like an interloper. Do I
participate or observe? Am I trying to impress them or they me? I am sitting next to my mother
and it’s as awkward as if we were strangers on a train. We are careful not to accidentally touch or
make eye contact. Conversation starts with The Oscars. They all watched at least a part of the
ceremony. The ladies are avid moviegoers, even though most movies today are “dreck” by their
standards. Those who saw the foreign film Amour loved it; others avoided the all-too-real
depiction of dementia. In a flush of civic pride, they were annoyed with screenwriter Tony
Kushner, who portrayed Connecticut, their state, as voting against the Thirteenth Amendment in
his movie Lincoln. They hated host Seth MacFarlane. Feh! He didn’t hold a candle to Bob Hope.
Forget about the dresses!“Actresses have been dressing like hookers for years,” my mother
says, capping the conversation.Talk turns to a minor scandal at the Jewish Community Center
over a zoning issue. As Rhoda tells it, the head of the committee called someone an “asshole” at
an open meeting. She puts her hand over her mouth to muffle the expletive.“Thank god he
wasn’t a gentile,” Rhoda adds.I’m confused. “You mean the guy who cursed was Jewish?”All the
women know this to be true and nod affirmatively.I’m still confused. Isn’t this man’s outburst “bad
for the Jews,” as the expression goes.No, no, the women explain. If a gentile had cursed, he



would be accused of anti-Semitism and that would be far more incendiary. They are willing to
take one for the team to avert even worse repercussions. Their logic seems warped to me until I
realize that the goal is to draw the least amount of attention as possible, deflecting even the
slightest whiff of anti-Semitism. I’m impressed with their diplomatic chops, their nuanced grasp
of the issues; if only the Bridge Ladies could be sent to the Middle East. After all, who better
understands the art of compromise than a person married for over fifty years. Rhoda concludes
the conversation, as I will discover she often does, with her customary disgust of contemporary
life: “The whole level of public discourse is in the sewer.”The very fact of the Bridge club, its
endurance, speaks in some ways to the ladies resisting change or upholding the status quo. If
the Bridge Ladies said so, my mother tended to go along. They were like city hall. One Bridge
daughter said they were like the Supreme Court. Their decisions were treated as the letter of the
law. They were mavens, advising on camps and colleges; they referred doctors and plumbers,
mechanics and gynecologists. Where to get your rugs cleaned and dresses hemmed. What the
golf course was to men, the Bridge table was to women, the de facto social networking of its
time. You would sooner argue with Talmudic scholars than challenge their collective
wisdom.These days, the ladies shy away from controversy. I know my mother wishes the ladies
would mix it up more. She religiously reads the New Yorker, Harper’s, the Nation, and the
Atlantic. She attends lectures on politics, Israel, art, and more recently Black Lives Matter. She
has strong opinions, they all do, but the ladies hew to the truism that it’s best not to talk about
politics or religion. And I suspect for a long time, this suited my mother. After all, it was her great
success as a Brooklyn-born socialist that she passed as a suburban matron who learned how to
play golf and tennis, joined the Sisterhood and eventually three Bridge clubs.Her socialism, her
Zionism, all of this was shelved when we moved to Woodbridge, our affluent suburb northwest of
New Haven. She traded in her Karl Marx for Emily Post, the high priestess of etiquette, as if
adhering to her advice could spare us the kind of social disgrace that in an earlier era would
have landed us in the stocks. The landscape appeared as a minefield where she could easily trip
up not knowing how people were related, who went to school with whom. She was anxious
about nearly every aspect of social life: what were the customs for entertaining, the protocol for
extending invitations and reciprocating? Margaret Mead had an easier time in Samoa!I didn’t get
it. She constantly harped on the fact that she felt like an outsider. Our suburban ranch, two cars,
and membership to the synagogue and Jewish Country Club all looked plenty normal to me. Too
normal! Her mother had emigrated from Russia without knowing English. How could my mother,
coming from Brooklyn, via Stamford, to New Haven feel so alien? Only it wasn’t about distances.
I was much older before I realized my mother felt like an outsider because of how inadequate
she felt about herself.Sitting down for our first “official” talk, she is eager to tell me about her
family’s poverty in Jersey City as if it’s a badge of honor. We are in my living room and she’s all
dressed up and made up like a Russian Matryoshka doll brightly painted with many shiny layers
of varnish. She has always been like the tiniest doll, the one that’s impossible to crack.Only now,
she enthusiastically recalls having lived in one tenement after another with the buckled linoleum



floors and refrigerators cooled by blocks of ice, relatives arguing leftist politics like in a Woody
Allen movie except it wasn’t exactly funny.“Is this what you’re looking for?” she asks, wanting to
please me.I’m not sure what I want now that we’re here. I feel awkward and embarrassed. Aren’t I
already supposed to know my mother?“I had one doll,” she proudly remembers, a gift from a
wealthy relative, and a favorite red cable stitch “skating” sweater she knitted with her friend
Cookie Ginsberg whose mother owned a yarn shop.“What kind of a name is Cookie?” I
ask.“What kind of a name is Cookie?” my mother repeats. Her use of a question to answer a
question is right out of the linguistic Yiddish playbook, and I understand immediately that she not
only deems the question foolish, but has no intention of answering it.“Do you remember that
sweater?” she asks hopefully, “with the zipper.”I act as if I can’t remember but I know exactly the
sweater she’s talking about—only I am ashamed because I never liked it, found its homemade
stitches crude, the zipper hard to work. It was the sole artifact from a life I couldn’t fathom, full of
import like the red balloon, only I failed to appreciate my mother’s girlhood handiwork.“I know I
kept it. You children wore it. I don’t know what finally happened to it. Do you remember it, the red
sweater with the cable stitch?”“Sort of,” I say, “yeah I think I do.” And then I have a sudden
longing for it—the embarrassing hand-knitted item of clothing—and I see myself skating as a
little girl with a bright red face pushing off toward the middle of the pond in our backyard. But it’s
a manufactured memory, more a wish or an image I conjured from having heard a story many
times.“I remember every coat I ever had,” she proudly tells me, most notably a taupe coat with a
Persian lamb collar and cuffs she wore when she was engaged. When I question how she could
afford it, she doesn’t hesitate, “If I could only have one coat, I wanted the best and my mother
would splurge for me.” She adds, “I’m still like that.”She also makes the point that unlike today’s
clothes hers lasted for years and years, and more than that: she took care of them. Her veiled
accusation/criticism is not lost on me, a citizen of the wasteful generation. “I wore that Persian
coat for years, I gave it to my cleaning lady. And it was still in good shape.”The only time I
glimpsed the residue of her impoverished childhood was when she yelled at my sisters and me
for not taking care of our things. Once she found a blouse under my bed with its tag on. I thought
her head would explode. We didn’t know the value of a dollar! We could not fathom her life, nor
were we especially impressed with her hardships. We were spoiled suburban girls who had
multiples of everything.“We didn’t feel poor,” my mother says now with a degree of wonder in her
voice. “We just didn’t.”They were all children of the Depression, the ladies, though they all claim it
didn’t affect them. They were too young, and their families were spared complete financial ruin. It
wasn’t about the “haves” and “have-nots,” they tell me; everyone was a have-not. To hear the
ladies talk about the Depression: no biggie. Still, they knew the value of a dollar and
remembered when a loose cigarette cost a penny, a dime for a ride on the trolley, and twenty-five
cents for a movie.“Here,” my mother would say, pushing the phone toward us to say hello to my
grandmother. Talking to her mother always seemed like a chore, placed more out of duty than
love. I always assumed my mother was embarrassed by my grandmother’s Russian accent and
Old World ways. She wore her hair in a bun held together by netting that, turned upside down,



could have doubled as a bird’s nest. She colored her hair black with a tube of something that
resembled shoe polish. She gripped a sugar cube between her front teeth when she drank tea,
and used Vaseline exclusively and liberally on her entire body, and then kept pennies in the
empties.Only now, she speaks with great pride about the young Russian immigrant who signed
up for language lessons as soon as she came through Ellis Island. I suspect my mother is
scrubbing her history. When she finally told us about my grandmother’s violent and tragic past, it
was impossible to comprehend the magnitude of trauma this sweet, gentle woman had survived.
She and her two sisters discovered their parents murdered in their home during the Kiev
pogroms of 1919.I want to know everything, but all my mother will say is that she had nightmares
her whole life and that she would cry out in her sleep.“It was very, very traumatic.”When I
challenge her about keeping all of this secret, she shrugs. “What can I tell you—protect the
children. That’s how I was raised. Was it right? I guess not.”“Mom, how could you not have told
us?”“It was the culture, Betsy. Go question culture.”“Did she long for Russia?”“She loved this
country, its ideals, everything it stood for. I was born on Washington’s birthday and my brother
was born on election day. My mother took it as a good omen.”When she first arrived, my
grandmother worked in a millinery factory, but once her English improved enough she landed a
job as a saleswoman at Russeks, one of Manhattan’s first upscale department stores.“She loved
clothes and she would buy them with her discount. She loved I. Miller shoes, a very fancy shoe
store, like Ferragamo today.”The next time I am in New York I attempt to find the store on West
Forty-Seventh Street. I don’t see it at first. The building is surrounded with scaffolding and
looming cranes. I peek through the fencing and there it is, a once grand building made of white
stone now almost completely black. The store had catered to actresses, and through the grime I
make out the names Mary Pickford and Ethel Barrymore etched into the facade where their
statues once stood, recessed into the building like Greek gods. A man on the construction site
tells me it’s coming down in a few days. I’m seized with panic; it suddenly feels as if this small
detail from my grandmother’s life is about to be demolished and with it every trace of her. I want
to stop the flow of traffic on the busiest corner of New York City and tell everyone how she
shopped here, a young immigrant extending her foot like a Russian aristocrat as a salesman
removed a shoe from its tissue.I knew firsthand that my grandfather’s abuse was cataclysmic,
epic, ruining many good times and almost every holiday meal. He once stopped talking to me for
two years because I wouldn’t give him a piece of bread from a fancy Italian loaf I believed my
aunt was “saving” for a special dinner. I was probably ten years old when he shook his fist and
thundered, “You deny your grandfather a piece of bread!” It was biblical! It was Moses at Mount
Sinai finding the Israelites worshipping false idols and going ballistic.“He came into conflict
wherever he went.” My mother’s voice lowered, even though we are alone in my living room,
sitting at opposite ends of my couch. “No one could tell him anything, no one was smarter than
your grandfather.” Her tone was sarcastic, angry.His volatile temper could be triggered by
anything: something as small as an empty bottle of milk in the refrigerator, a newspaper creased
incorrectly. Our grandmother did everything she could to quell his outbursts, to keep him from



making a scene, especially in public. I had no idea how desperate my mother was to leave
home, how dark her thoughts sometimes turned.My grandmother also longed to leave him, but
what options did she have? She was twenty-nine when they married, an old maid by the
standards of the day. He was a tall, blond American man, he had a job, and he asked her to
marry him after a week. At first he seemed heaven-sent. They were married six weeks later. A
woman in their building, also a Russian Jew, had left her husband and was raising two children
on her own. “My mother both admired her and felt sorry for her. On the one hand, it could be
done. On the other, better you should move to Siberia. It was a terrible shonde.” A shame.When
my mother was still in grade school and they were leaving Jersey for Brooklyn, she overheard a
teacher say, “We always lose the good ones.” She wore this modest feather in her cap for years
to come, providing some small ballast against her father’s belittling. She wishes her mother had
the conviction to end the marriage, end the bullying and constant insults he showered down on
the family. More than once, her father berated his bright young daughter. “You have always been
stupid, you are stupid, and you always will be stupid.”My mother could play Bridge day in and
day out, laugh and gossip and swap recipes for quiche Lorraine, but it wouldn’t change the fact
that she was covering a raft of secrets and the crippling effect of her father’s cruelty. Still, it’s
always there, at least to me, fear born of insecurities, dark moods that unexpectedly flare, and
sadness that folds itself in silence.I wanted to reach out to her, but her arms were crossed over
her chest, her mouth puckered, the lines scored more deeply. I had always dismissed my
mother’s insecurities as shallow: Did we use the right decorator? Did the shoes match the bag?
Everything had to match; I now see why. I disrespected her for only caring about how things
looked. I never understood how much there was to hide.I could tell that my mother was different
from the other Bridge Ladies, from most of my friends’ mothers. She was darker, moodier, and
harder to know. By five o’clock or so, with a roast dutifully prepared and hissing in the oven, my
mother would plop down, barricade herself behind her beloved New York Times, and light a
cigarette. I could see how tired she was, going through the motions of her grim duties. Driving
car pool, she’d sometimes show up late, barely say a word of apology, and drive down the long
gray roads of our town as if to an execution. Or ironing a stack of my father’s handkerchiefs,
pressing each one as if she were stamping out cholera.Often, or so it seemed, he would come
home from work and ask her if she had remembered to pick up the dry cleaning or run some
other errand. Often, no, she hadn’t. Identifying with my father, I made it my mission to correct the
world of my mother’s shortcomings in a game I invented and baldly named “Errands.” I would
navigate my bicycle around our circular driveway and over the bumpy lawn, doing the grocery
shopping, going to the post office, etc. Our Dutch door became the bank teller, the garbage area
was the dry cleaner, and so forth. I would happily chatter with the store clerks, thanking them
while they made change.Still, I wouldn’t have traded my mother for the cookie-cutter TV mothers
like Carol Brady or Shirley Partridge, who I’d watched in many after-school stupors. There were
times she could be funny and outrageous and slightly out of control. In private, she would curse
and be highly critical of people, lifting a single eyebrow in an arc of evil to put a fine point on



things. It was thrilling to hear her unvarnished opinions instead of the photoshopped ones she
gave in public. Sometimes I could make her laugh so hard she’d pee her pants; other times, I
could barely get her attention.
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cek, “Came for the Bridge, stayed for the Ladies. I bought the Kindle some time ago and just
picked it up two days ago -- all this time I was missing out on a great read. What a treat! The
author's respect and admiration for her mother's bridge group and their larger cohort is
contagious and moving. I loved this glimpse of some surprisingly sympathetic women of an
often unappreciated generation (my parents' as well). Somewhat quirky, compulsively readable
memoir.  Highly recommend.”

happycamper45, “Killing Me Softly with Metaphors. Oy vey! I get that the author was a
successful poet, but there are way too many metaphors in this non-fiction, memoirish book. Not
that most of them aren't good, its the sheer number of them that detracts from the book's
readability.Intrigued by the subject, and after hearing the the author interviewed on Fresh Air, I
decided it was worth a look. I'm a few years older than the author but our mothers are the same
age. I clearly remember my mother's bridge club located in a decidedly middle-class suburb that
sprouted up outside a major East Coast city after the Second World War. The women, the food
and decor were similar to the New Haven, Conn., group. Reading "The Bridge Ladies" brought
back many nice memories of the time and my mother and her friends, all members of the Silent
Generation.For me, the book didn't really take off until about two-thirds in when the author
directly discussed being bipolar. If this fact was brought out earlier and more directly (there are
many, many hints dropped before the confession), I think it would have made for a better read.
Some reviewers complained about the emphasis on the author versus the Bridge Ladies. I would
have to agree, but I understand the author's need to include herself more than marginally.
Another reason maybe because of the much mentioned reticence of the Ladies to discuss
intimate details of their lives or dish about the other members of the bridge club, the detailed
chapters on bridge and learning how to play were likely necessary.”

Janet B., “the bridge ladies. I loved it. It made me think about m y mother also my daughter. it
was easy reading.it also tugged at your  heartstrings.  Pick it up. Enjoy.  Janet B.”

Claire Sastri, “Relationships forged by Interests. I really enjoyed the book though I know jack
about bridge. I wonder that these ladies played together for so many years yet did not form the
kind of friendships that one would expect to find among those wiLth kindred interests. The
author seems tofeel it is because of the generational aspects of her parents but I rather feel it is
because the game brought them together and thus subsequently kept them apart. Yes they
became friends but only because of something outside of themselves and thus they remained
frozen in their  relations except to the traditions of their game”

Book Lover, “Who would have thought?. A book about a bridge club of Jewish widows in their
80’s written by the daughter of one of them, doesn’t sound like there could be much to write or



read about. Betsy Lerner will surprise you though as she digs deep into the history and the
connections of these women. Sometimes the surprise is that there is no deeper meaning—this
generation isn’t big on soul searching and introspection. But sometimes the author keeps
digging and uncovers details that explain the strength and courage of these life long
friends.What made this story particularly entertaining is the author’s gift with a turn of phrase. As
a literary editor she clearly can do more than apply the red pencil to the work of others. I loved
reading about her rebellions growing up and how they set her at odds with her demanding and
very conventional mother.The real accomplishment of this book was showing the changes in this
mother-daughter relationship as the author went from kibitzer at the bridge table to partner with
her mother.For this reader who can vividly remember clashes with my mother growing up, it
makes me contemplate how our relationship might have changed if I hadn’t lost my mother just
as I reached adulthood.This book was a real testament to the strength of the women who stood
along side The Greatest Generation.”

Petey, “Vivian's a trump. My mother could have been a part of The Bridge Ladies. She was a
card shark but loved bridge the best. She would even sit at her kitchen table and play bridge by
herself. She was so hooked on her bridge games that she would play when she was sick. She
wouldn't tell anyone that she was sick.The ladies in the book remind me of some of her friends. I
used to love it when it was my mother's turn to host.Thank you, Betsy, for writing this book. It's a
perfect reminder of what I loved about bridge day. I loved the ladies and their kibbutzing. I can
still see them sitting in our living room playing and replaying each hand. I never thought I could
learn to play bridge but I enjoyed watching them play. God bless all The Bridge Ladies.”

Trina, “An entertaining memoir about traditions & mother/daughter relationships. Bittersweet
memoir of a mother/daughter relationship. The difference between a good memoir and a bad
one is the connection felt between the author's own experiences and the reader's. The Bridge
Ladies did not disappoint. In reading about the bridge ladies, I was transposed to my own
childhood memories and instead of Bridge, it was Pinochle. I'm not Jewish but was raised
Catholic and experienced similar holiday traditions passed down from mother to daughter. The
"why" something was done a certain way was not questioned and the guilt relayed with each
motherly comment weighed heavy throughout the years.The Bridge Ladies made me laugh and
cry which is exactly what I expected. I highly recommend for anyone looking to understand and
reevaluate their own mother/daughter relationship. As much as we fight it in our youth, we do
become, at least in part, our mothers. By reading about the author's relationship with her mother
and the bridge ladies, you'll come to understand that what isn't said can be just as important as
what is. The routine of a weekly bridge club may just be the answer and stability one needs to
get through all the craziness of aging and life.”

write123, “A book with a difference.. I enjoyed reading this as it gives a good insight into how four



older ladies see the world now and in the past. Their views are made known by the daughter of
one of the ladies. The writer herself takes a better view of her mother as time goes on and
understands her better. There are good descriptions of the game of bridge and the learning
process involved.  Interesting characters are introduced as the writer tries to learn Bridge herself.”

Nicola Duffy, “Super read Great social commentary on transgeneratiobal issues. Super
readGreat social commentary on transgeneratiobal issues”

The book by Betsy Lerner has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 849 people have provided feedback.
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